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A HOLIDAY HOME?
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®
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SEE PAGE 35 FOR DETAILS
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WE’LL MAKE YOU LOOK
20 YEARS YOUNGER!
THIS WILL BE YOUR BEST DEAL
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Fantastic townhouse with private 
pool in Chayofa
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Golf del Sur, Terrazas de la Paz - 4 apartments available
We have four 1 bed, 1 bath ground floor apartments for sale on sought-after 
complex with 2 pools. Each apartment has a kitchen, spacious living/dining 
area with terrace access overlooking the main road. One furnished, three 
unfurnished. Close to C.C. San Blas and other amenities. Community fees: 
€89 / month.

€132,000 - 146,000

www.tenerifeprimeproperty.com

T:	+34	922	703	725				M:	+34	627	230	360				E:	carolhale.tpp@gmail.com

C/	Luciano	Bello	Alfonso	No.	5.	1st	Floor,
Las	Chafiras	38639

TENERIFE
PRIME PROPERTY
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Beautiful Bungalow in the exclusive and Private complex of San 
Miguel for sale in Costa del Silencio. This property features 3 large 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms (one ensuite), open plan kitchen and a very 
spacious and bright living room with a covered exterior sitting area 
and an external terrace space. Direct access through a gated fence 
leads you to the complex swimming pool, private garage space for 
one car with pleanty storage area. The property is being sold fully 
furnished. Viewing highly recommended.

Price: €389.000

Bungalow - Costa del Silencio

Beautiful villa for sale in Golf del sur. This villa has 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, fully furnished kitchen with big living room overlooking 
their private gardens, and 2 terraces . Being the biggest plot on 
Alamos Park, it can be further extended with a pool and more rooms. 
As there is a barranco in the front, no building work can be done. 

Price: €549.000

Villa - Golf del Sur

Sea view apartment for sale in Costa del Silencio. 
This property consists of 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, 
open plan kitchen with living room, and 2 terraces 
with sea views.

Property ID : CDS-LH133Costa del Silencio

Price: €136.000 

Independant bungalow for sale in Costa del 
Silencio, with 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms (1 en-
suite), seperate kitchen and a big living room. 
Tastefully furnished to a high quality.  

Property ID : CDS-BU268Costa del Silencio

Price: €268.000 

Front line apartment with SEA & POOL views for 
sale in the Residenal complex Amarilla Bay in 
Costa del Silencio. With a lile bit of TLC, this  
could be your home or holiday getaway. 

Property ID : CDS-AB116Costa del Silencio

Price: €129.500 

First floor apartment in Primevera complex. 
Recently refurbished from a studio to a 1 bedroom  
apartment, new open plan kitchen, newly fied 
bathroom, spacious living room with sunlight all 
day.

Property ID : CDS-P74Costa del Silencio

Price: €74.000 

Large ground floor apartment on the tourist 
complex Don Pedro. 1 double bedroom, open plan 
kitchen with a breakfast bar, a nice sized terrace 
and living room. A good family holiday apartment.

Property ID : CDS-PDP96Costa del Silencio

Price: €98.000 

1 bedroom ground floor apartment in the 
Primevera complex. Recently refurbished with all 
new plumbing, electrics, parquet flooring.  Open 
plan kitchen with a breakfast bar. Private pool on 
complex for owners use only. 

Property ID : CDS-P106Costa del Silencio

Price: €106.000 

rdp rope r t ie s tene r i fe .com

Property ID : CDS-CSM399

Property ID : GDS-V549

Calle Luis Alvarez Cruz, 
nº6, Edf Bahia Azul, Local 8C

Las Galletas - Next to post office 

“Where houses become Homes”

M:(0034) 683 190 977 
T: (0034) 922 732862

info@rdpropertiestenerife.com

rdproper tiestenerife.com

€535,000  CDS094-SM535

€550,000  PLA225-RG550

€158,000  CDS941-PDL158

Costa del SilencioFamily home in Garañaña

Local in Amarilla Golf

Completely refurbished studio in El Chaparral

Tenerife Royal Gardens

Costa del Silencio, Parque Don Luis

€195,000  AG081-FC195

€239,000 G502-O239

€90,000  CDS48-C90

NEW LISTING

INVESTMENT 

OPPORTUNITY!

Unique and spacious 2 bed, 2 bath apartment with large terrace. The 
complex comprises 6 properties which makes it a quiet and peaceful area 
to live in whilst still being close to amenities. There is also a covered car-
post for 2 cars, and a storage area with direct access from the house. Lots 
of potential.

A good investment opportunity to purchase this Freehold unit which has been 
trading for many a years as a bar/restaurant with solid clientele, both residents 
and tourists, situated on a part timeshare complex, this can be converted into a 
flourishing business for the right minded person. Run the business yourself or even 
rent the unit and receive a retro-income.

Completely refurbished and fully furnished ground floor studio for sale on 
complex with pool, children's pool, and 24 hour security. The property has a 
kitchenette/dining area, sleeping area, lounge with sofabed and a terrace with 
pool views. Close to all amenities.

Beautiful 2 bed, 1 bath ground floor apartment on popular complex with pool and 
parking. It has a living room, American kitchen, and sunny terrace. The complex is 
quiet and is close to all amenities and Yellow Mountain.

Unique opportunity to purchase a fantastic fully furnished 2 bed, 2 bath ground 
floor apartment in the heart of Las Americas. Would be great as a second home or 
potentially a high-income earner. The property has a spacious living room that leads 
out to the front terrace and an open-plan space. The complex is well-maintained with 
communal pool. Aircon in the living room and bedrooms. Viewings recommended!

Fantastic 3 bed, 3 bath villa on double plot (1,445sqm) for sale on quiet and 
secure gated community with pool. The house is built on one level and has 
wide and clear spaces in all rooms, an American kitchen, spacious living 
room, and a garage. Do not miss the opportunity to view this interesting 
property!
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1 BED DUPLEX - SAN EUGENIO BAJO

IDEAL HOLIDAY HOME!        

Based on this ever popular complex offering 
pools, restaurant, bar and a working reception 
area. This one bedroom duplex apartment is 
just a minute from the sea and Puerto Colon. A 
perfect place for holidays, and so central it is no 
wonder people want to rent here year after year. 
With direct access to promenade, stunning views 
to the yacht marina and ocean, plus beaches, 
bars, restaurants and everything you need.                             

Ref: LA01928 
Price: €385,000 (approx. £330,500)

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION!         

Looking for a holiday home or rental investment 
property in a desirable setting? This could be the 
one! We are pleased to offer this second floor, 
one bedroom apartment, situated in the popular 
complex Altamira, just a short stroll from the well 
known Bahia del Duque beach; probably one 
of the most sought after areas in the south of 
Tenerife! The apartment offers a south facing 
sunny terrace and sea views. 

Ref: LA01929                
Price: €329,500 (approx. £283,000)

1 BED APARTMENT - COSTA ADEJE

PERFECT RENTAL INVESTMENT!         

If you are looking for a rental investment, then 
look no further than this one bedroom apartment 
on the 2nd floor, with a west facing sunny terrace 
overlooking the heated pool. The apartment is 
in excellent condition, well furnished & based on 
a very popular complex, with an option to rent 
through the onsite management company. With 
a pool bar and restaurant on site, this is a perfect 
investment on the doorstep of Los Cristianos. 

Ref: LC00599              
Price: €235,000 (approx. £201,500)

1 BED APARTMENT - LOS CRISTIANOS

 0034 922 714 700

 Reliability
 Professionalism
 Security
 Service
 The BEST Portfolio

Two generations of a Family Business · Over 30 Years of Experience
Service & Security in your purchase · Professional Indemnity Insurance 

20 Year Insured Title Deed Guarantee

   Security       Service

G.I.P.E. NO. 3722

STUNNING VIEWS!         

This immaculate apartment enjoys stunning 
views of the golf course and out to sea. If it’s 
watching the boats, the golfers playing by or 
enjoying dining al fresco whilst the sun sets 
over the mountains, then you have found your 
perfect property. This second floor one bedroom 
apartment on one level has been refurbished 
to a high standard including, new kitchen and 
bathroom and is ideal as a turn key purchase.

Ref: AMG00586                
Price: €139,950 (approx. £102,500)

From UK: 0845 862 1634        

OUR OFFICE LOCATIONS: 

CC San Blas - Golf del Sur

Las Adelfas I - Golf del Sur

CC Puerto Colon - Playa de Las Américas

1 BED APARTMENT - AMARILLA GOLF

i n f o @ t e n e r i f e p ro p e r t y s h o p . c o m Find us on   @TenerifePropertyShopwww.Teneri fePropertyShop.com

4 BED SEMI-DETACHED - TORVISCAS BAJO

IMMACULATE PROPERTY!         

A rare opportunity to acquire an immaculate, 
spacious four bedroom house in one of the 
most sought after complexes in the South. The 
property has been refurbished throughout to a 
very high standard! Right in the heart of one of 
the most popular tourist areas on the coast, and 
within walking distance of everything you would 
need for a holiday home. If you are looking for 
that property that has it all, this could be it.                            

Ref: LA01921          Previously €700,000       
Price: €650,000 (approx. £558,000)

RUSTIC DIAMOND!         

If you are looking for that rural, rustic diamond 
then look no further, you have found it. On a plot 
of 420m² with 266m² of outside terrace area, 
including a private pool, this property just keeps 
on giving. On entering you find yourself in a small 
covered courtyard area. Access here is found to 
the separate two bedroom, one bathroom self-
contained living quarters, complete with open 
plan kitchen and lounge area.                            

Ref: OUT01164              
Price: €472,500 (approx. £405,500)

4 BED SEMI DETACHED - VALLE SAN LORENZO

2 BED FINCA - GUIA DE ISORA

BREATHTAKING VIEWS!         

A unique country farm, known locally as a finca, 
situated in the southwest region of Tenerife, 
below the main highway, and just 8-10 minutes 
drive to Playa de la Arena & Puerto Santiago, 
where you will find shops, bars, restaurants, 
and a choice of beautiful beaches. Just under  
60,000 m² of land, in a stunning, peaceful valley 
below Guia de Isora, and only 300m above sea 
level. The views are simply breathtaking.                           

Ref: OUT01171                 
Price: €1,595,000 (approx. £1,369,000)

SPACIOUS & CENTRAL!         

It really would be hard to find a better location 
than this! Just a two minute walk to the renowned 
Las Vistas Beach or to the upmarket Golden Mile 
and Safari Centre, this is a perfect property for a 
winter base, holiday home or for those who like 
to live in a central location. The corner villa offers 
spacious living, with ample storage, a separate 
utility room, and an off-street private driveway 
for parking.         

Ref: LC00600              
Price: €1,200,000 (approx. £1,030,000)

3 BED VILLA - LOS CRISTIANOS

We don’t make promises. We give GUARANTEES!

   

the latest properties on the market  
subscribe to  our Newsletter

To receive local updates and info on
       SIGN UP TO OUR NEWSLETTER       

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT - LOS CRISTIANOS

A spacious ground floor one bedroom apartment, with 48m² terrace area! South-west facing, the terrace also has a part covered area for shade. 
The apartment boasts an open plan kitchen with breakfast bar, spacious bedroom and a good size shower room. Based on one of the most popular 
complexes in Los Cristianos, with a well-maintained pool area and a pool bar on the complex. Also benefits from being wheelchair friendly.                                                                                  
Ref: LC00601 Price: €169,500 (approx. £145,500)

Contact us for a no obligation 
chat and valuation, today ......

THINKING ABOUT 
SELLING YOUR PROPERTY?

SOLDSOLD

WE ARE LOOKINGWE ARE LOOKING
FOR MORE PROPERTIESFOR MORE PROPERTIES

     681 329 288  
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
    NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
REDUCED!!!

   

        

       ,
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CLEAR BLUE SKIES
GROUP SL

T E N E R I F E  E S T A T E  A G E N T S

SELL YOUR
PROPERTY WITH

CLEAR BLUE SKIES!
We reported in our last TPG advertisement that our 
May and June 2022 sales have been unprecedented 
and this trend has continued into July 2022 and shows 
no signs of abating. With clients from as far afield as 
Iceland and Latvia, Romania and Cuba and of course 
our usual clients from the UK and Central Europe, we 
now need additional properties for clients arriving in 
August and September onwards.

Our sales success came as no surprise to us, as it’s the 
result of our massive marketing campaign including 
our participation in “A Place in the Sun” exhibitions 
in London and Manchester in 2022, and the huge 
number of internet portals which display our adverts, 
on behalf of our vendors. That’s not withstanding 
the popularity of our own www.clearbluetenerife.
com website, one of Tenerife’s longest established 
websites.

Trust and longevity are essential features that our 
clients demand, whether sellers or buyers, and they 
are encouraged by the fact that we have been selling 
property in the South of Tenerife for 20 years, and that 
we have amassed hundreds of testimonials, available 
to be read on our website or in our office.

Please contact us now for a no obligation 
valuation of your property at our friendly office 

in Fañabé Plaza. All properties are taken on a “no 
sale, no fee” basis

Fantastic three bedroom townhouse in Chayofa (near Los Cristianos), 
with it’s own pool. Exclusive to Clear Blue Skies, beautifully presented 
with great views.

 Beautiful one bedroom front line bungalow in the much sought after 
Club Atlantis complex (near Puerto Colon), with patio and garden and 
lockable closed garage. Fantastic views.

Ref: 8209

Ref: 8204

429,500€ (approx. £360,000)

385,500€ (approx. £323,000)
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WHAT OUR RECENT 
CLIENTS THINK ABOUT US

CONTACT US

“Both my wife and myself were absolutely delighted with the 
service, help and guidance we received from Suzie in 
purchasing our Apartment in Tenerife. Purchasing property in 
Spain is so different from the UK but our experience from start 
to finish was first class and we would have no hesitation in 
recommending this Company.”  - T.G.

“We literally cannot praise the team enough. From the start of the 
sale process to closure of the sale the team have gone above 
and beyond in everything they did to help us. Selling a property is 
not easy at the best of times, but when you are in a different 
country you need a business that can be relied on. Clear Blue 
Skies Tenerife is definitely the business to rely on!! All the team 
were fantastic, but we have to call out Alison, Steven and 
especially Daphne for being absolute superstars!! Thank you! I 
would not hesitate to recommend them to anyone thinking of 
either buying or selling property. Excellent service.”  - D.B.

Get in touch to discuss buying or 
selling a Tenerife property with us

Call: 00 34 922 717 779

info@clearbluetenerife.com

www.clearbluetenerife.com 

C.C. Fañabé Plaza 129, Playa Fañabé, 
Costa Adeje 38660

Lovely two bedroom apartment with air-con in The Heights complex in Los Cristianos, 
exclusive to Clear Blue Skies. Very large terrace ideal for sunbathing or al fresco dining 
and private internal parking space included.

Stylish two bedroom apartment overlooking the pool in Marina Palace 
in Playa Paraiso. Offered for sale completely restyled and furnished, 
fantastic value for money in a great location.

Ref: 8063

Ref: 8205

215,000€ (approx. £180,000)

198,000€ (approx. £166,000)

“Profesionales responsables dedicados ... 
(Dedicated responsible professionals).” - A.L. 

Why not visit our friendly air-conditioned office
in Fañabé Plaza for a no obligation chat or we can
come to you? We speak Spanish, English, French,
German, Italian, Flemish, Dutch, and Hungarian.
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Beautiful Bungalow in the exclusive and Private complex of San 
Miguel for sale in Costa del Silencio. This property features 3 large 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms (one ensuite), open plan kitchen and a very 
spacious and bright living room with a covered exterior sitting area 
and an external terrace space. Direct access through a gated fence 
leads you to the complex swimming pool, private garage space for 
one car with pleanty storage area. The property is being sold fully 
furnished. Viewing highly recommended.

Price: €389.000

Bungalow - Costa del Silencio

Beautiful villa for sale in Golf del sur. This villa has 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, fully furnished kitchen with big living room overlooking 
their private gardens, and 2 terraces . Being the biggest plot on 
Alamos Park, it can be further extended with a pool and more rooms. 
As there is a barranco in the front, no building work can be done. 

Price: €549.000

Villa - Golf del Sur

Sea view apartment for sale in Costa del Silencio. 
This property consists of 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, 
open plan kitchen with living room, and 2 terraces 
with sea views.

Property ID : CDS-LH133Costa del Silencio

Price: €136.000 

Independant bungalow for sale in Costa del 
Silencio, with 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms (1 en-
suite), seperate kitchen and a big living room. 
Tastefully furnished to a high quality.  

Property ID : CDS-BU268Costa del Silencio

Price: €268.000 

Front line apartment with SEA & POOL views for 
sale in the Residenal complex Amarilla Bay in 
Costa del Silencio. With a lile bit of TLC, this  
could be your home or holiday getaway. 

Property ID : CDS-AB116Costa del Silencio

Price: €129.500 

First floor apartment in Primevera complex. 
Recently refurbished from a studio to a 1 bedroom  
apartment, new open plan kitchen, newly fied 
bathroom, spacious living room with sunlight all 
day.

Property ID : CDS-P74Costa del Silencio

Price: €74.000 

Large ground floor apartment on the tourist 
complex Don Pedro. 1 double bedroom, open plan 
kitchen with a breakfast bar, a nice sized terrace 
and living room. A good family holiday apartment.

Property ID : CDS-PDP96Costa del Silencio

Price: €98.000 

1 bedroom ground floor apartment in the 
Primevera complex. Recently refurbished with all 
new plumbing, electrics, parquet flooring.  Open 
plan kitchen with a breakfast bar. Private pool on 
complex for owners use only. 

Property ID : CDS-P106Costa del Silencio

Price: €106.000 

rdp rope r t ie s tene r i fe .com

Property ID : CDS-CSM399

Property ID : GDS-V549

Calle Luis Alvarez Cruz, 
nº6, Edf Bahia Azul, Local 8C

Las Galletas - Next to post office 

“Where houses become Homes”

M:(0034) 683 190 977 
T: (0034) 922 732862

info@rdpropertiestenerife.com

rdproper tiestenerife.com

€535,000  CDS094-SM535

€550,000  PLA225-RG550

€158,000  CDS941-PDL158

Costa del SilencioFamily home in Garañaña

Local in Amarilla Golf

Completely refurbished studio in El Chaparral

Tenerife Royal Gardens

Costa del Silencio, Parque Don Luis

€195,000  AG081-FC195

€239,000 G502-O239

€90,000  CDS48-C90

NEW LISTING

INVESTMENT 

OPPORTUNITY!

Unique and spacious 2 bed, 2 bath apartment with large terrace. The 
complex comprises 6 properties which makes it a quiet and peaceful area 
to live in whilst still being close to amenities. There is also a covered car-
post for 2 cars, and a storage area with direct access from the house. Lots 
of potential.

A good investment opportunity to purchase this Freehold unit which has been 
trading for many a years as a bar/restaurant with solid clientele, both residents 
and tourists, situated on a part timeshare complex, this can be converted into a 
flourishing business for the right minded person. Run the business yourself or even 
rent the unit and receive a retro-income.

Completely refurbished and fully furnished ground floor studio for sale on 
complex with pool, children's pool, and 24 hour security. The property has a 
kitchenette/dining area, sleeping area, lounge with sofabed and a terrace with 
pool views. Close to all amenities.

Beautiful 2 bed, 1 bath ground floor apartment on popular complex with pool and 
parking. It has a living room, American kitchen, and sunny terrace. The complex is 
quiet and is close to all amenities and Yellow Mountain.

Unique opportunity to purchase a fantastic fully furnished 2 bed, 2 bath ground 
floor apartment in the heart of Las Americas. Would be great as a second home or 
potentially a high-income earner. The property has a spacious living room that leads 
out to the front terrace and an open-plan space. The complex is well-maintained with 
communal pool. Aircon in the living room and bedrooms. Viewings recommended!

Fantastic 3 bed, 3 bath villa on double plot (1,445sqm) for sale on quiet and 
secure gated community with pool. The house is built on one level and has 
wide and clear spaces in all rooms, an American kitchen, spacious living 
room, and a garage. Do not miss the opportunity to view this interesting 
property!
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NEW LISTING

Very well presented, and extended one bedroom 
ground floor apartment on the popual Fairways 
Club. Views over the golf course and to Mount Teide. 
This property has been refurbished and is offered 
furnished. Great holiday home, or letting apartment. 
Viewings welcome.
1 bed, 1 bath 145.950€

FAIRWAYS CLUB – AMARILLA GOLF

Ref: 673-A1

Advertise Your property with us and see  
your property promoted with Rightmove and Zoopla in the 

UK and Kyero across Europe.

Local 1, Las Floritas, , Avenida Arquitecto Gomez Cuesta 16, Playa de las Americas, Arona 38660, Santa Cruz de Tenerife

Very large studio apartment for sale, offered “turn-
key” fully furnished and ready to move into. This is 
a lovely spacious property, ideal as a holiday home 
or letting investment. Great opportunity!

0 bed, 1 bath 115.000€

CHAYOFA COUNTRY CLUB

Ref: 663-B3

ISL A ND EST A TES
E S T. 19 8 4

Call: +34 922 790767
UK Freephone: 0800 802 1669

Email: info@islandestates.es
www.islandestates.es

You’ll find our office across  
from the Football Stadium  

in Playa de las Americas

Very well presented studio apartment, offer 
furnished, within this popular well located holiday 
community. Great sea views from the terrace this 
property is turn key, ready to go. Don't delay, ask for 
an appointment to view today.
0 bed, 1 bath 147.000€

ROYAL PALM - LOS CRISTIANOS

Ref: 656-S

EXCLUSIVE!

EXCLUSIVE!

Large, fully furnished 2 bed, 2 bath ground floor 
apartment newly listed on quality resort. Including private 
parking this property has semi-separate fitted and 
equipped kitchen. Private sunny terrace and garden. 
Community with VV licences. Excellent letting potential.

2 bed, 2 bath 229.500€

WINTER GARDENS – GOLF DEL SUR

Ref: 666-A2

Modern detached villa in a quiet residential area close to 
Las Rosas – Arona. With its own private pool this property 
boasts four bedrooms including large, master bedroom, 
four bathrooms, and feature kitchen with island. Garage 
and guest apartment. Viewing essential just to see all that 
is on offer here. 
4 bed, 4 bath 356.000€

PRIVATE VILLA – LAS ROSAS

Ref: 612-V4

Modern 3 bedroom penthouse apartment, well located 
on this residential community with private parking, and 
storeroom. Offering 3 bedrooms, two bathrooms, and 
lounge with separate fitted and equipped kitchen. And
private 70m² roof terrace with sea views.

ANETTO - PARQUE DE LA REINA

3 bed, 2 bath  0 bed, 2 bath199.500€

Ref: 670-A3

PRIVATE POOL!

Well-presented 1 bed apartment in this popular, central 
holiday community. Great communal facilities, and close 
to the beach and amenities. Viewing recommended.

LAS FLORITAS – PLAYA DE LAS AMERICAS

1 bed, 1 bath 159.000€

Ref: 523-A1

Stunning corner penthouse apartment with amazing 
sea views. Motivated sale, this large property is offered 
furnished comes with two double bedrooms with fitted 
wardrobes, bathroom, and large lounge with fitted 
American Style kitchen. The property has private parking.
2 bed, 2 bath 244.950€

ROQUE DEL CONDE – TORVISCAS ALTO

Ref: 658-A2

Leasehold available now for the iconic Treehouse Bar / Restaurant, located in the heart of Chayofa. Currently 
called “Moonshine” the business has seen expensive renovations and improvements, viewing is necessary to 
see the quality that is on offer here. This is an amazing opportunity to take over a well know business, with a 
proven track record, and enormous amounts of potential. 360° tour available on our website – this has been 
priced to sell as there is a genuine reason for sale. The lease hold is available today for 125.000€ though more 
has been invested in here, and this price could be slightly negotiable if you can move quickly. Monthly rent is 
fixed at 2.500€ per month. Do not miss out!

New to the market, 3 bedroom 
pool front town house, very well 
located on this popular resort with 
heated swimming pool. Offering 3 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, lounge 
/ dining room and separate fitted 
kitchen. Private terrace and 
garden with direct pool access. 
Easy access and street parking. 
Close to all local amenities. 
Viewing highly recommended.

3 bed, 2 bath

125.000€

299.950€

THE TREEHOUSE - CHAYOFA

LAS ADELFAS 1 – GOLF DEL SUR

Ref: 681-CL

Ref: 660-TH3

EXCLUSIVE!

EXCLUSIVE! Very well located top floor 
apartment on this popular, quality 
resort community. Offering 
Lounge with fitted American 
style kitchen, bathroom, double 
bedroom with fitted wardrobes, 
store cupboard. Large sunny 
terrace and private roof terrace. 
Easy access and street parking. 
Gated community with pool 
and gardens. Community 
with VV licences. Viewing 
recommended.

1 bed, 1 bath 249.950€

EL MIRADOR – LOS CRISTIANOS

Ref: 661-A1

EXCLUSIVE!

EXCLUSIVE!
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PALM MAR SALES & RENTALS
ALL  ASPECTS OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SALES  

& LONG TERM RENTALS

PMS&RPMS&R

Tel: 0034 677 623 713 / 0034 671 129 558  •  email: info@palmmarsalesandrentals.com  •  www.palmmarsalesandrentals.com

WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW PROPERTIES FOR SALE AND LONG TERM RENTAL

Price: €239,500

Laderas del Palm Mar, Palm Mar

Price: €249,500

Bright and spacious two bedroom, 2 bathroom apartment on the 1st floor 
of the complex.  The price includes secure underground parking and 
storeroom. The property is sold unfurnished.

Los Balandros, Palm Mar

Beautifully presented apartment situated on the second floor of this delightful 
complex.  The apartment has been lovingly refurbished by the owners to an 
extremely high standard. There is one bedroom and one bathroom and the 
terrace has been fitted with glass screening and blinds – effectively making a 
second lounge.  Price includes large garage.

We are pleased to present this attractive duplex penthouse apartment, well-
appointed with the following extras: glass curtains, an extension to the upper 
floor, and air conditioning throughout. In addition, the kitchen and bathroom 
have been refurbished recently. The price also includes a storeroom and 
secure underground parking.

Price: €245,000

Los Balandros, Palm Mar

Lovely one bedroom apartment on the second floor of this well run 
complex. The property is sold fully furnished and price includes a secure 
parking space.

Price: €210,000

Laderas del Palm Mar, Palm Mar
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Th e Original British Estate Agency Established in 1979

Tel: 922 724 110  •  Sales: Lynne: 699 250 870  Rachel: 608 573 443
Local 3, C.C. Palo Blanco, San Eugenio, Adeje 38660, Playa de las Americas

www.tenerifeproperties.net  •  lynne@tenerifeproperties.net

Translators available for any other languages.

Panorama, San Eugenio Los Geranios, San Eugenio

Studio apartment on front line complex with 
sea views.

Good-sized studio apartment in front line com-
plex.  

Detached House, La Florida

Set on a plot of 500m2 the main house has 2 bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen and lounge while there 
is a separate 1 bedroom apartment in the lower part of the house. The property also has a garage 
and utility room and is surrounded by private gardens in a very peaceful setting.

€475,000 Ref: I1431

€212,000 Ref: A417 €165,000 Ref: A472

Royal Palm, Los Cristianos Los Geranios, San Eugenio

Spacious studio apartment with views to the 
communal swimming pool.

Spacious 1 bed, 1 bath apartment with double 
terrace and sea views.  

€145,000 Ref: A456 €299,000 Ref: N1444

Ocean View, San Eugenio Alto Florida Park, San Eugenio Alto

1 bed, 1 bath apartment with sea views.  2 bed, 1 bath apartment with sea views.  

€189,000 Ref: N1483 €285,000 Ref: T1258

Un Posto al Sole, Callao Salvaje Mirador del Duque, El Madroñal

2 bed penthouse apartment with roof terrace 
and sea views.  

Well-presented 3 bed, 2 ½ bath townhouse 
with 2 terraces.

€240,000 Ref: T1222 €299,000 Ref: I1425

Siam Blue, Caldera del Rey Detached villa, Torviscas Alto

Luxury, modern 3 and 4 bedroom villas. New 
development.

Detached villa with 4 bedrooms, 3 ½ bath-
rooms, private pool, jacuzzi and sea views.

From €2,650,000 Ref: I1428 €995,000 Ref: I1430

Tajao - Front line apartment

This apartment is in the pretty fi shing village of Tajao, situated in the perfect position right on the 
beach front.  With stunning views from the large terrace, you could not get a more perfect holiday 
home.  The apartment has 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, lounge, kitchen and terraces to the front 
and rear.

€237,750 Ref: I1433

Amarilla Golf, Pebble Beach, Scorpio

Scorpio is a small and friendly, low-rise complex that borders the golf course and has well-kept commu-
nal areas, a swimming pool, sun terrace and pool bar. The apartment comprises a double bedroom, 
bathroom, lounge with integrated kitchen and good sized, south facing terrace with partial sea views.  

€159,000 Ref: I1493

Lynne Leadbetter Rachel RogersOWNER SALES MANAGER

ENGLISH / ESPAÑOL / FRANÇAIS / ITALIANO - 608 573 443 Kонтактный телефон для русскоговорящих - 648 525 024

Lewis Leadbetter Sandra Robles BudíSALES SECRETARY

LUXURY

NEW DEVELOPMENT!

EXCLUSIVE!

NEW INSTRUCTION!

NEW INSTRUCTION!

NEW INSTRUCTION!

EXCLUSIVE!

EXCLUSIVE!

LUXURY!

OPPORTUNITY!
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FRINA Tenerife
Business & Property Agency

frina@tenerife-property.com

CC Puerto Colon, 1st Floor, local 213, 38660 Adeje´

+34 922 085 191 

W www.tenerife-property.com

+34 683 479 245

Price: 334,000€

Price: 399,000€

Price: 121,155€ Price: 169,000€ Price: 267,500€

Price: 189,500€Price: 170,000€Price: 170,000€

Ref.: D1273

Ref.: D1046

Ref.: D1276 Ref.: D1281 Ref.: D1280

Ref.: D1278Ref.: D1272Ref.: D1270

This magnificent townhouse is 193 m2 and has 3 
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Moreover is a separate 
kitchen equipped with high quality appliances, a 
basement with a large garage and 2 large terraces with 
stunnings views. 

Beautiful apartment in Palo Blanco in San Eugenio 
Bajo. You get 2 bedrooms, a bathroom, a fully equipped 
kitchen, and a balcony with stunning views of the Atlantic 
Ocean and La Gomera. The apartment was fully renovatd 
in 2019, got new funiture and looks amazing now. 

This apartment in Ten-Bel offers 1 living room with a 
fully equipped kitchen, 2 bedrooms with wardrobes and 
1 bathroom. The complex has communal gardens and 
a lovely pool. The house is sold furnished and ready to 
move into. 

This apartment is a 5-minute walk from the beach, newly 
renovated and ready to move into. It has 3 bedrooms and 
1 bathroom with hot tub. Also, you get a roof terrace with 
an individual laundry room and partial views of the sea 
and Mount Teide.

Only 100 meters from the beach you find this AMAZING 
apartment. First floor offers 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living 
room, bathroom and patio. In the penthouse is 1 room, 
kitchenette, living room, bathroom, terrace, roof terrace 
with 360° view to Teide, La Gomera and the ocean.

This townhouse is just 150 meters from the shopping 
center and with all the services nearby. It has 3 bedrooms, 
1 bathroom, 1 toilet, independent kitchen, balcony and a 
private terrace. The plot is 100 m2 and the building size 
is 84m2 and it is in good condition. 

This apartment offers 3 bedrooms and an extra room 
that is used as storage now, but can be transfered back 
and function as another bedroom. Furthermore are 2 
bathrooms, a livingroom, a fitted kitchen and a large 
private rooftop terrace. 

The construction of this house has stopped due to a lack 
of funds. Hence, you get a plot of 224m2 with a house 
project of 250m2. The plan is built with 3 bedrooms, a 
large kitchen, living room, 1 toilet, and 2 bathrooms. 
Furthermore, there is a large garage/basement.

Townhouse in Chayofa

2 Bedroom in Palo Blanco

2 Bedroom in Las Galletas 3 Bedroom in Playa San Juan 3 Bedroom in Playa San Juan

Townhouse in Adeje CascoApartment in San IsidroHouse Project in Las Rosas

NEW NEW

NEW

Amarilla Bay, Costa del Silencio

Costa del Silencio, Chaparral

Costa del Silencio, Costa Sol

Garanana, Guayota I

Isis, Costa del Silencio

Costa del Silencio, Parque don Jose

1 bed, 1 bath apartment on sea front complex with pool. The 
property has spacious bedroom, living/dining room with open 
kitchen. Renovated with new pipes and electrics. Fantastic 
views!

Studio (25m²) with 8m² sunny terrace and sep, bedroom, 
open kitchen and bathroom with shower. Located centrally. 
Sold furnished. Communal swimming pool & parking. 
Community fees: €60/month   

2 bed, 1 bath apartment in sought after sea front complex 
with lovely pool area. Located right beside pool. Large and 
light living room with open kitchen, and a very large Northwest 
facing terrace with veranda.

Fully refurbished 2 bed, 1 bath apartment in complex with 
pool. The property (40sqm with 15sqm terrace) overlooks the 
park and pool, and has a living room with open kitchen and 
terrace. Comm. Fees: €120/month, incl water and electricity.

Comfortable, fully furnished 1 bed, 1 bath ground floor 
apartment with south facing terrace and nice communal pool. 
The property is an investment property including a long term 
tenant.

Very bright 1 bed first floor apartment with balcony. 
Comfortable living room with storage space, semi-separate 
kitchen, bedroom with fitted wardrobes and bathroom with 
shower. Sold furnished, holiday rentals permitted.

€179,000 Ref: 162-0122

€94,000 Ref: 182-0722

€189,000 Ref: 178-0422

€135,000 Ref: 181-0722

€155,000 Ref: 164-0322

€155,000 Ref: 170-0422

www.tenerifehome.com

Est. 2007

C.C. El Trebol, Local 37,  
Avda. J. A. Tavio,  
COSTA DEL SILENCIO, 
38630, Tenerife. info@tenerifehome.com

+34 922 783 066
+34 690 363 653

GREAT OPPORTUNITY!
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www.tropicalcountryhouse.com · info@tropicalcountryhouse.com

Taucho

3 bed house in quiet area with 
separate guest apartment, 
terrace, garden and fantastic 
views.

 Ref: 317 €260,000

Calle Tagara, 
Jardin Botanico

Local 8
ADEJE

Tel: 922 719 643  
Fax: 922 781523

Mobile: 607 933 052 
Mobile: 625 950 517

Guia de Isora

Finca with small house 
suitable for reform, on 
4,333sqm plot.

 Ref: 247 €68,000

Chio

4 bedroom, 3 bathroom 
country house with garden 
and lovely views.

 Ref: 935 €220,000

PROPERTIES WANTED FOR RENT

CLIENTS WAITING!

Buzanada

3 bedroom, rural house with 
terraces. Lots of potential.

 Ref: 945 €168,000

Adeje

 Ref: 946 €630,000

Beautiful 4 bed, 4 bath villa 
with terraces, garden and 
large garage.  Fantastic 
views. 400sqm plot.

Las Moraditas, Adeje

4 bed, 3 bath villa with 
several terraces, garden, 
garage, and lots of potential. 
In exclusive and quiet area 
with fantastic views.

 Ref: 792 €600,000

Guia de Isora

Spacious (200sqm) 4 bed, 
3 bath villa with terraces, 
garden, garage and water 
tank. Fantastic views. 

 Ref: 901 €315,000

Playa San Juan

Finca with large house on 
10,000sqm plot. Private pool, 
fruit trees, greenhouses, lots 
of potential. Great views.

 Ref: 875 €500,000      Ref: 880 €370,000   

Alcala

60,000sqm finca with small 
2 bed, 1 bath house which 
has living room, kitchen and 
terrace. Fantastic views. 410 
avocado and 200 fruit trees. 

REDUCED!
REDUCED!

REDUCED!

        
  FANTASTIC    

 

  OPPORTUNITY!

REDUCED!

We cover the whole of the South …
That’s why we have two Offices (in Adeje and Alcala)!

EL CHIRATAL, GUIA DE ISORA

 Ref: 286 €780,000

3 bedroom, 2 bathroom villa with fantastic views. The property 
has a private pool, garden and garage on a plot of 4,000sqm.

ALCALA

 Ref: 357 €699,000

Finca with 4 bedroom, 3 bathroom villa. Plot of 28,000sqm. 
The property has fantastic views, great terraces, many 
extras and lots of potential.

REDUCED!  

- BEAUTIFUL FINCA!

BEAUTIFUL  

VILLA!

  Ref: 948 €650,000

Chirche, Guia de Isora

Finca with 2 small houses 
on 37,800sqm plot with 
lovely views and lots of 
potential. Includes fruit trees, 
greenhouse, water tank, and 
irrigation system.

Los Erjos

Large 8 bed house in quiet 
location in a nice village on a 
500sqm plot.

 Ref: 500 €135,000

Alcala

Plot in central location with 
an old house and project to 
build 2 x 2 bed apartments 
and a shop. Lots of potential. 

 Ref: 859 €190,000

REDUCED!

TEJINA DE GUIA

 Ref: 930                                €1,350,000

Finca with 3 bed, 2 bath villa with pool, separate 2 bed guest 
apartment and enjoys wonderful views. The property has a 
great terrace, garden with greenhouse and is located in a 
fantastic, quiet area on a 10,000sqm plot.

WONDERFUL  

VILLA!

REDUCED!

REDUCED!

We specialise in farms (fincas) and rural houses/properties.
In this Covid era, wouldn’t you like your own

piece of land with space to enjoy!

OPPORTUNITIES OF THE MONTH!

PROPERTIES WANTED FOR RENT

CLIENTS WAITING!

Ref: 1225 €276,000

VERA DE ERQUEZ

Ref: 1236 €600,000

CALLAO SALVAJE

Ref: 1172 €147,000

GUIA DE ISORA

Ref: 1223 €240,000

GUIA DE ISORA

1 bed, 1 bath house with vineyard of 10,000sqm. 
The property has a living room and kitchen, plus 
watering/irrigation system with petrol-driven 
generator, water tank (1,000litres), and fruit trees.

Ref: 1185 €265,000

GUIA DE ISORA

Ref: 1144 €378,000

PLAYA SAN JUAN

Pretty 2 bed, 1 bath house (90sqm) with 700sqm land. 
The property has a living room and several terraces.     

Finca with 120sqm house suitable for reform on 
9,000sqm plot 2 minutes from the sea, enjoying 
fantastic sea views. Lots of potential!

Finca with a small house on 4,300m2 plot with water 
tank, BBQ area, and sea views.

Large 3 bed, 2 bath house with fruit trees, water tank, and 
fantastic views. Lots of possibilities. 1,500sqm plot.

Lovely 2 bedroom independent house (86sqm) 
on 213sqm plot. All on one level, tastefully 
decorated with fully equipped kitchen. Located 
on an urban plot with permission to extend if 
desired.

Ref: 1127 €199,000

ROQUE DE SAN MIGUEL

Finca (5,450sqm) with a beautiful, spacious and 
bright, 3 bed, 3 bath villa. The property comes with 
private pool and jacuzzi, has a living room, kitchen, 
several sunny terraces, separate 2-room guest 
accommodation and two 1 bed, self-contained  
apartments, plus gardens with fruit trees.

Ref: 1061 €1,395,000

ALCALA

Bright and spacious villa with 2 floors on 
10,000sqm plot, the first floor has three bedrooms 
and a bathroom, living room and kitchen. 
Second floor has four bedrooms and three more 
bathrooms. It has private pool, barbecue area, 
several terraces and excellent sea views.

Ref: 930 €840,000

GUÍA DE ISORA

Ref: 1202 €199,000

TIJOCO BAJO

Spacious (120sqm) 5 bed, 2 bath detached house 
with 2 kitchens and terraces. Ideal for renovation 
project.

Ref: 317 €255,000

TAUCHO

Lovely, beautifully decorated 3 bed, 3 bath (+WC) 
house with interior patio and awesome sea views.

REDUCED!
REDUCED!

Beautiful 3 bed, 2 bath country house on 750m2 
plot with garden located in a quiet area. Fruit trees, 
parking space, spacious kitchen, several terraces, 
separate guest accommodation, and private pool.

Ref: 1174 €370,000

GRANADILLA DE ABONA

REDUCED!
REDUCED!

REDUCED!

Fantastic 3 bed, 3 bath house with lots of outside 
space and terraces. Private pool, BBQ area, and 
amazing sea views.

REDUCED!
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Turn your property on Tenerife 

into a holiday home!

  Complete management  
of your holiday home

  Worldwide visibility via  
global distribution network

  Regular rental income &  
optimized occupancy

For more information: 
Tel. +34 690 053 235  |  myhome.interhome.group

Let your holiday accommodation  

work for you!

YOUR	PROPERTY	NOT	SELLING?
DUE	TO	A	VERY	SUCCESSFUL	SALES	PERIOD,	WE	URGENTLY	REQUIRE	PROPERTIES

IN	ALL	AREAS	TO	SATISFY	DEMAND	FROM	WAITING	CLIENTS!

PLEASE	CONTACT	US	FOR	A	FREE	VALUATION	AND
TO	DISCUSS	YOUR	NEEDS	WITHOUT	OBLIGATION

office@tenerifebusinessservices.com
www.callaosalvajeproperty.com

C.C.	Nº.1	Urb.	Sueño	Azul
38677	Adeje

+34	615	396	556
+34	634	300	303
+34	822	716	079

Adeje	Golf

Oasis	Tropical,	Callao	Salvaje

San	Francisco,	Callao	Salvaje

Benimar,	Fañabé

Alto	Viso	II,	Callao	Salvaje

Sueño	Azul,	Callao	Salvaje

Castle	Harbour,	Los	Cristianos

Agua	Viva,	Callao	Salvaje

Los	Serenos,	Callao	Salvaje

Paraiso	del	Sur,	Playa	Paraiso

Res.	Sonia,	Callao	Salvaje

El	Duque,	Fañabé

Vista	Nautica,	Playa	Paraiso

Arco	Iris,	Callao	Salvaje

Sueño	Azul,	Callao	Salvaje

A L L S O L D !
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Quality service at Quality service at 
sensible rates!sensible rates!

+34 642 494 304+34 642 494 304
info@karianapartmentstenerife.cominfo@karianapartmentstenerife.com

facebook.com/karianapartmentstenerifefacebook.com/karianapartmentstenerife
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT / HOLIDAY RENTALS / PROPERTY CLEANING SERVICE

We also work closely with estate agents if you are looking for your dream holiday home in the sun

We are looking for more properties to keep up with our holiday rental demand

HOLIDAY RENTALS & PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

OFFICE NOW OPEN
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 11 - 5

Calle Juan XXIII,8, 
Los Cristianos

Price: €120,000

For more 
information, or to 
arrange a viewing, 

please call:
629 048 529

FOR SALE IN THE VILLAGE OF SAN MIGUEL

Part-furnished, fully renovated to a high standard, 2 bed (both double), 1 
bath (with modern ‘walk-in’ shower), 2nd floor apartment in popular Canarian 
village. The property has a spacious lounge/dining area with newly glazed 
patio door, an American-style fully fitted kitchen, a small front balcony plus a 
rear balcony with stunning views of the coastline.

The village offers an excellent range of amenities - Doctors, chemists, 
schools and shops and is only a short drive to the TF-1 motorway, the coast 
and excellent shopping centres of Las Chafiras and Granadilla.
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  info@tenerifepropertyshop.com 

New on the market! This well presented two bedroom bungalow is located in a very privileged position nestling on the edge of the beautiful 
nature reserve of Amarilla Golf and only a few metres from the coast and sea. If you prefer peace and tranquillity then this is ideal! The 
property has a spacious open plan living area and fully fitted kitchen and is sold furnished.

Ref: AMG00589                                                  Price: €295,000 (approx. £253,000)

   Security       Service

G.I.P.E. NO. 3722

2 BEDROOM BUNGALOW - AMARILLA GOLF

 (0034) 922 714 700 / From UK: 0845 862 1634 

NEW!

COASTAL LOCATION

Los Cristianos, Parque Margarita
Ground floor 2 bed, 1 bath apartment, being sold fully furnished. This is a 
well sought after complex close to all local amenities. There is a community 
swimming pool.

€240,000

www.tenerifeprimeproperty.com

T:	+34	922	703	725				M:	+34	627	230	360				E:	carolhale.tpp@gmail.com

C/	Luciano	Bello	Alfonso	No.	5.	1st	Floor,
Las	Chafiras	38639

TENERIFE
PRIME PROPERTY
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The Tenerife Property & Business Guide 

Tel: +34 609 714 276 george.thetpg@gmail.com
www.thetenerifepropertyguide.com

WHY ADVERTISE
WITH THE TPG?

• 5,000 people pick the paper up each month
• 5/7,000 people visit our website every month and can 

view The TPG monthly on-line
• We’ve been publishing for nearly 20 years!

ESTATE AGENTS:
All Estate Agent advertisers can display their full portfolio 
of properties on our website, FREE OF CHARGE and
UPDATED EVERY TWO HOURS! 

OR

Pay just €95 annually (incl IGIC) to put their full portfolio 
on our site (incl. updating every 2 hours!)
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info@tenerifeproperties.es www.tenerifeproperties.es

SUN VILLAS, SAN EUGENIO ALTO

Costa Adeje
Las Americas
Los Cristianos

RESTAURANT, PUERTO SANTIAGO

Contact us today!

PLAYA FAÑABE, MAREVERDE

WE ARE LOOKING FOR
PROPERTIES FOR SALE IN THE 

FOLLOWING AREAS:

Price: €289,000 Ref: 25660 Price: €99,000 Ref: 25219 Price: €220,000 Ref: 25071

Part-furnished 3 bed, 2 bath semi-detached villa 
on well maintained community with 2 pools 
(1 children's pool) and large solarium. The 
property is located in a quiet residential area, 
has lift access, and panoramic views. There is an 
independent kitchen, living room, and 2 terraces. 
Close to all amenities.

Establised restaurant for sale opposite the 
beach  with lovely sea views. The kitchen is fully 
equipped with brand new fridges and freezers, 
and also has plenty of space for cooking and 
storage. The bar is fully equipped with coffee 
machine, fridge, and freezer. There is a lounge are 
for around 50 people. Rent: €2,000/month+taxes. 
Community fees: €45/month. All licences in place.

1 bed penthouse apartment for sale on complex. 
with communal pools (one heated) and a pool 
bar. The apartment has been renovated and has 
an open plan kitchen with breakfast bar, bedroom 
with fitted wardrobes, bathroom with walk-in 
shower, and a sunny terrace. 300m from Fañabe 
beach.

Tenerife Properties.ES

Avda. Ernesto Sarti s/n, Pueblo Torviscas, local M2,
COSTA ADEJE 38670

PABLO +34 620 731 368                 CATERINA +34 649 851 608
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SELLING, CONTACT US TODAY -
WE SELL SOONER, RATHER THAN LATER!

AMARILLA GOLF
FAIRWAYS CLUB

1 and 2 bedroom apartments from 145,000€ - 175,000€
Plus 3 bedroom duplexes from 215,000€
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PROPERTIES
URGENTLY
REQUIRED
IN YOUR AREA

SELLING?
CONTACT US

Golf del Sur, Winter Gardens Golf del Sur, The Palms

La Jaca, AricoRoque del Conde Villa

Chayofa, Chayofa Country Club Dinastia, Los Cristianos

Chayofa, La Finca

€165,000

€265,000

€1,100,000

€138,000

€180,000€90,000

€179,950

€129,000

€199,950

Chayofa, Chayofa Country Club

REF: S-02 1474REF: S-03 1472

REF: S-04 1471 REF: S-02 1454

REF: S-02 1297

REF: S-01 1497

REF: S-01 1499

REF: S-01 1498

2 bed, 2 bath bungalow on sought-after complex 
with heated pools and pool bar. The property has 
a modern fully fitted kitchen, spacious lounge 
with dining area, and private rear terrace. 

Fully furnished 3 bed, 2 bath 2nd floor apart-
ment (ready for holiday rentals via a ‘VV’ Li-
cence) on well maintained and sought-after 
complex with community pool & pool bar.

Luxury detached villa, 4 bedrooms, 4 bath-
rooms (all en suite), 2 kitchens, garage for 3 
cars, private pool. Beautiful family home.

Unfurnished 2 bed, 1 bath, fully refurbished 
apt with good size lounge, American kitchen, 
community roof terrace, and private under-
ground garage space. Low community fees.

Spacious 1 bed, 1 bath apartment in 
sought-after complex. The apartment consists 
of a lounge, American kitchen and a 13m2 ter-
race. Very quiet and well-maintained complex.

Lovely and spacious 1 bed apt. which has 
been converted to a 2 bed. Sold fully furnished, 
the property has a lounge, American kitchen, 
and good size terrace. Communal pool.

Lovely, fully furnished, 1 bed, 1 bath apartment of 
59m2 with lounge and American style kitchen and 
community swimming pool.

Fully furnished, top floor 1 bed, 1 bath apart-
ment on complex with 2 communal pools. The 
property has a bright airy lounge/dining room 
which leads onto the large terrace.

Golf del Sur, Ocean Boulevard Costa del Silencio, Parque Don José

Chayofa, La Finca

Granadilla, detached house Lagos de Fañabe, Playa Fañabe
REF: S-04 1503 REF: S-01 1379REF: S-02 1505 REF: S-01 1493

REF: S-02 1502

Lovely property in the heart of Granadilla ac-
cessed via a quaint, traffic prohibited pathway, 
and adjacent to all amenities. The property is 
currently operated as a small successful family 
holiday rental business.

Recently refurbished, fully furnished and 
equipped, 1 bed, 1 bath apartment on this 
sought after, sea front, colonial-style 4.5 
star ‘Touristic’ complex with 3 pools (a heat-
ed one at the front door!).

2 bed, 2 bath townhouses being sold with lounge, 
dining room, kitchen and community pool. This is 
an investment project with allows owners to stay 
themselves up to 6 months of the year with the 
other 6 months being rented out by the operating 
company.

Fully furnished and refurbished 1 bed, 1 bath 
apartment with lounge and American style kitchen 
with community swimming pool.

Lovely, fully furnished, top floor apartment with 2 bedrooms, 2 bath-
rooms and fabulous sea views off the large south facing terrace. The 
property has a lounge and fully equipped kitchen American style kitchen. 
There is also an enclosed garage included in the price.

€234,000 
PROPERTIES REQUIRED FOR LONG TERM RENTAL IN ALL AREAS

€267,700 €425,000 €155,000 €285,000

REDUCED!

€90,000

Los Cristianos, The Heights Golf del Sur, The PalmsChayofa, La Finca Las Rosas Townhouse
REF: S-01 1495 REF: S-03 1494REF: S-02 1461 REF: S-02 1496

Fully furnished 1 bed, 1 bath ground floor apart-
ment on complex with lovely pool area. The prop-
erty has a bright lounge/diner, American-style 
kitchen, a 37sqm sunny terrace and a private 
garden. Enclosed garage is available if required.

2 bed, 1 bath (plus W.C.) townhouse for sale 
in Las Rosas with good sized terrace. The 
property has a lounge, a separate kitchen, 
and the rear terrace has been made into a 
3rd bedroom. No community fees.

Fully furnished and refurbished 2 bed, 1 bath 
apartment (converted from 1 bed) on popular 
complex with community pool. The property 
has a nice lounge which leads onto a large 
sunny terrace, and an American-style kitchen.

2 bed, 2 bath duplex apartment being sold ful-
ly furnished. There is a good size lounge, fully 
equipped kitchen and terrace with pool views.  
There is also a 2nd terrace on the ground floor. 
Great rental potential and priced to sell.

€174,500 €173,000 €230,000 €215,000

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY!

REDUCED
PRICED TO SELL!

www.tenerifeprimeproperty.com

T: +34 922 703 725    M: +34 627 230 360    E: carolhale.tpp@gmail.com

C/ Luciano Bello Alfonso No. 5. 1st Floor,
Las Chafiras 38639

TENERIFE
PRIME PROPERTY

Dedicated sales team     Social media & web advertising
Video tours     Modern website     Partnership with local agents
First class friendly & professional service

P R O P E R T I E S  I N
A L L  A R E A S

R E Q U I R E D  F O R
L O N G  T E R M  R E N TA L

C L I E N T S  W A I T I N G !
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PROPERTIES
URGENTLY
REQUIRED
IN YOUR AREA

SELLING?
CONTACT US

Golf del Sur, Winter Gardens Golf del Sur, The Palms

La Jaca, AricoRoque del Conde Villa

Chayofa, Chayofa Country Club Dinastia, Los Cristianos

Chayofa, La Finca

€165,000

€265,000

€1,100,000

€138,000

€180,000€90,000

€179,950

€129,000

€199,950

Chayofa, Chayofa Country Club

REF: S-02 1474REF: S-03 1472

REF: S-04 1471 REF: S-02 1454

REF: S-02 1297

REF: S-01 1497

REF: S-01 1499

REF: S-01 1498

2 bed, 2 bath bungalow on sought-after complex 
with heated pools and pool bar. The property has 
a modern fully fitted kitchen, spacious lounge 
with dining area, and private rear terrace. 

Fully furnished 3 bed, 2 bath 2nd floor apart-
ment (ready for holiday rentals via a ‘VV’ Li-
cence) on well maintained and sought-after 
complex with community pool & pool bar.

Luxury detached villa, 4 bedrooms, 4 bath-
rooms (all en suite), 2 kitchens, garage for 3 
cars, private pool. Beautiful family home.

Unfurnished 2 bed, 1 bath, fully refurbished 
apt with good size lounge, American kitchen, 
community roof terrace, and private under-
ground garage space. Low community fees.

Spacious 1 bed, 1 bath apartment in 
sought-after complex. The apartment consists 
of a lounge, American kitchen and a 13m2 ter-
race. Very quiet and well-maintained complex.

Lovely and spacious 1 bed apt. which has 
been converted to a 2 bed. Sold fully furnished, 
the property has a lounge, American kitchen, 
and good size terrace. Communal pool.

Lovely, fully furnished, 1 bed, 1 bath apartment of 
59m2 with lounge and American style kitchen and 
community swimming pool.

Fully furnished, top floor 1 bed, 1 bath apart-
ment on complex with 2 communal pools. The 
property has a bright airy lounge/dining room 
which leads onto the large terrace.

Golf del Sur, Ocean Boulevard Costa del Silencio, Parque Don José

Chayofa, La Finca

Granadilla, detached house Lagos de Fañabe, Playa Fañabe
REF: S-04 1503 REF: S-01 1379REF: S-02 1505 REF: S-01 1493

REF: S-02 1502

Lovely property in the heart of Granadilla ac-
cessed via a quaint, traffic prohibited pathway, 
and adjacent to all amenities. The property is 
currently operated as a small successful family 
holiday rental business.

Recently refurbished, fully furnished and 
equipped, 1 bed, 1 bath apartment on this 
sought after, sea front, colonial-style 4.5 
star ‘Touristic’ complex with 3 pools (a heat-
ed one at the front door!).

2 bed, 2 bath townhouses being sold with lounge, 
dining room, kitchen and community pool. This is 
an investment project with allows owners to stay 
themselves up to 6 months of the year with the 
other 6 months being rented out by the operating 
company.

Fully furnished and refurbished 1 bed, 1 bath 
apartment with lounge and American style kitchen 
with community swimming pool.

Lovely, fully furnished, top floor apartment with 2 bedrooms, 2 bath-
rooms and fabulous sea views off the large south facing terrace. The 
property has a lounge and fully equipped kitchen American style kitchen. 
There is also an enclosed garage included in the price.

€234,000 
PROPERTIES REQUIRED FOR LONG TERM RENTAL IN ALL AREAS

€267,700 €425,000 €155,000 €285,000

REDUCED!

€90,000

Los Cristianos, The Heights Golf del Sur, The PalmsChayofa, La Finca Las Rosas Townhouse
REF: S-01 1495 REF: S-03 1494REF: S-02 1461 REF: S-02 1496

Fully furnished 1 bed, 1 bath ground floor apart-
ment on complex with lovely pool area. The prop-
erty has a bright lounge/diner, American-style 
kitchen, a 37sqm sunny terrace and a private 
garden. Enclosed garage is available if required.

2 bed, 1 bath (plus W.C.) townhouse for sale 
in Las Rosas with good sized terrace. The 
property has a lounge, a separate kitchen, 
and the rear terrace has been made into a 
3rd bedroom. No community fees.

Fully furnished and refurbished 2 bed, 1 bath 
apartment (converted from 1 bed) on popular 
complex with community pool. The property 
has a nice lounge which leads onto a large 
sunny terrace, and an American-style kitchen.

2 bed, 2 bath duplex apartment being sold ful-
ly furnished. There is a good size lounge, fully 
equipped kitchen and terrace with pool views.  
There is also a 2nd terrace on the ground floor. 
Great rental potential and priced to sell.

€174,500 €173,000 €230,000 €215,000

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY!

REDUCED
PRICED TO SELL!

www.tenerifeprimeproperty.com

T: +34 922 703 725    M: +34 627 230 360    E: carolhale.tpp@gmail.com

C/ Luciano Bello Alfonso No. 5. 1st Floor,
Las Chafiras 38639

TENERIFE
PRIME PROPERTY

Dedicated sales team     Social media & web advertising
Video tours     Modern website     Partnership with local agents
First class friendly & professional service

P R O P E R T I E S  I N
A L L  A R E A S

R E Q U I R E D  F O R
L O N G  T E R M  R E N TA L

C L I E N T S  W A I T I N G !
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Studio4Decor in Los Abrigos offers 
affordable interior design solutions to 

make your property stand out from the 
crowd. From simple, effective room re-

vamps to entire property transformations, 
we specialise in curtains, voiles, blinds, 
bespoke headboards. sofas, furniture, 
amazing artwork and soft furnishings. 

Our	helpful	team	is	on	hand	to	help	you	
achieve	the	look	you	are	aiming	for	and	to	
work	within	your	budget.	Please	call	Michael	
or	Gill	on	(0034)	922	749	793	or	email	us	at		

info@studio4decor.net.

studio4decor.com0034 711 048 315        

Staying on top of 
the latest currency 
news can help you 
time your transfers 
more effectively, so 
find out what you 
should be looking 
out for over the next 
couple of weeks… 

Latest currency 
news 

The past couple of 
weeks have seen the 
euro face significant 
pressure amid fears of 
an impending Eurozone 
recession. During this 
time, we’ve seen GBP/
EUR climb from €1.16 to 
€1.17, whilst EUR/GBP 
slipped from £0.85 to 
£0.84. Meanwhile, GBP/
USD fell back from $1.20 
to $1.19, while EUR/
USD briefly fell to $1.00 
before rebounding to 

$1.01.

What’s been 
happening?

The euro faced some 
notable selling pressure 
over the past couple 
of weeks as concerns 
over European energy 
security stoked Eurozone 
recession fears. Coupled 
with a relentless uptick 
in the US dollar amid a 
gloomy market mood 
and Federal Reserve 
rate hike expectations, 
this saw the EUR/USD 
exchange rate strike 
parity for the first time 
since 2002.

Meanwhile, the 
pound has fluctuated 
over the past couple of 
weeks as the resignation 
of Boris Johnson 
stoked fresh political 
uncertainty in the UK.

What do you need 
to look out for? 

Looking ahead, 
any move by Russia 

to further restrict gas 
flows to Europe could 
drive another slump in 
the euro although an 
interest rate hike from 
the European Central 
Bank (ECB) could help to 
underpin EUR exchange 
rates somewhat.

Across the pond, the 
Fed’s upcoming interest 
rate decision could drive 
some notable movement 
in the currency market. 
Expect the US dollar to 
spike if the bank opts 
for a 100bps (bps = 
basis points) hike.

The upside potential 
of the pound looks to 
remain limited while the 

Conservative leadership 
election continues to 
stoke uncertainty.

At Currencies 
Direct, we’re here to 
talk currency whenever 
you need us, so get in 
touch if you want to 
know more about the 
latest news or how 
it could impact your 
currency transfers.  
Since 1996, we’ve 
helped more than 
325,000 customers 
with their currency 
transfers, just pop into 
your local Currencies 
Direct branch or give 
us a call to find out 
more. 

Euro strikes parity with the US dollar

     +34 922 971 781 canaries@currenciesdirect.com
www.currenciesdirect.com

10K+ books available.
Buy 2  books, get one FREE!

Find us at Calle 
Luciano Bello 

Alfonso No 5 in Las 
Chafiras (behind Pit 

Team Sur)

LAS CHAFIRAS
BOOK SHOP
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Sending money   
to or from Spain? 

in any Spanish bank!

NO RECEIVING
CHARGES

Find out more at currenciesdirect.com

SP
18

49
8E

N

© Currencies Direct Ltd, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AA, United Kingdom. Registered in England & Wales, No.: 03041197. Currencies Direct Ltd is 
authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority as an Electronic Money Institution under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011. Our FCA Firm Reference number is 900669. 

Our EU services are provided by Currencies Direct Spain. 

© Currencies Direct Spain, E.D.E., S.L., Avenida del Mediterráneo, 341, 04638 Mojácar, Almería, Spain. Registered in the Commercial Registry of Almería under the Spanish 
tax ID number B04897930. Currencies Direct Spain, E.D.E., S.L. is authorised by the Bank of Spain as an Electronic Money Institution under Law 21/2011 of 26 July and Royal 
Decree 778/2012 of 4 May. Our registration number with the Bank of Spain is 6716.

Bank of Spain 
registration No. 6716

Let’s talk currency
Tenerife
Calle Oregon 5, Residencial los Seres, 
Local 6, Los Cristianos,
Arona, Tenerife, 38650

canaries@currenciesdirect.com
+34 922 971 781

We’re fully authorised as an e-money firm to 
operate in Spain and guarantee no receiving 
charges in any Spanish bank - giving you peace 
of mind and making your money go further.

Trust us with your transfers and benefit from 
great exchange rates, award-winning service 
and 24/7 payments.

SP18559EN - Canaries Ad Update v1.indd   3SP18559EN - Canaries Ad Update v1.indd   3 19/7/21   10:5819/7/21   10:58
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THE CANARIAN PROPERTY GUIDE
HAS LAUNCHED!

www.canarianpropertyguide.com
info@propertyguides.co     

Sign up now and list all your properties
FREE for the first month, then
€50.00 for your first year*
* Requires XML feed OR crawlable website. Price includes IGIC.

Site updated hourly:
08:00-20:00 Mon-Sat

and 12:00 & 18:00 Sun 

rickyzuk@icloud.com
+34 642 943 343 @rickyzuk

"Freezing the moments,
capturing your memories."

Weddings

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER IN TENERIFE

Birthdays Christenings

YOUR	ONE STOP SHOP	FOR
ALL BUILDING SERVICES

Tel:	602	607	378	(George)	/	645	372	500	(Max)

BJP LTD

A MINOR BUILDING PROCESS 
WHICH CAN PREVENT THE 
SPREAD OF SPORES THAT 
MAY HARM YOUR LUNGS 

(EG BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA 
AND OTHER BREATHING 
DIFFICULTIES). HARNESS 

THE DAMP TODAY – DON’T 
LET IT INCUBATE – IT IS NOT 

HARMLESS!

WINDOWS AND PATIO DOORS 
FITTED (Single/Double glazed at 

TRADE PRICES!

DAMP PROOFING
VACANT PROPERTY CHECKS 
WITH REPORT TO OWNER. 
WEEKLY/MONTHLY. ANY 
REPAIRS AUTHORISED BY 

CLIENT DEALT WITH AS URGENT 
AND COMPLETED PROMPTLY 

BY OUR OWN TRADESMEN. 
CLEANING READY FOR 

OCCUPATION UNDERTAKEN.

FREE
	ADV

ICE!

FREE
	ADV

ICE!

FREE
	ADV

ICE!

Committed	to	a	cleaner	life,	a	healthy	lifestyle	and	a	very	clean	job!
PLUMBING

EXTERNAL/INTERNAL PAINTING
JOINERYLUXURY FITTED KITCHENS

BATHROOMS PATIOS

RENOVATIONS (Small to large 
projects)
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Interior & Exterior
Sun Blinds

Bioclimatic Pergolas

Outdoor
Furniture
We offer a large range of
exclusive garden and terrace 
furniture in a wide variety of 
styles, designs, fabrics and 
colours. We also have parasols 
and accessories.

Tenerife’s leading specialist in the 
manufacture, repair and installation of 
all types of awnings, 
canopies, interior and 
exterior blinds - manual 
or electric.

Available in a choice of colours, these 
made to measure aluminium pergolas 
have a fully watertight louvred slat roof, 
which can be oriented between 0°  and 
135°. Additional options include lighting, 
heating, speakers and side panels.

The Prestige Group
Agustin Millares 20, Armeñime, Adeje 38678

Showroom open
Monday to Friday:
9.00am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

July & August: 9.00am - 2.00pm

Situated opposite the BP
garage in Armeñime

Tel: 922-740888
www.theprestigegroup.es
info@theprestigegroup.es

Roller Shutters,
Grilles & Garage Doors
Specialists in the manufacture, repair and installation 
of industrial and domestic shutters, security grilles and 
garage doors – electric or manual.
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From Bondi to 
Berlin and Co-

penhagen to Corn-
wall, swimming pools 
– particularly outdoor 
ones – are always in 
demand. Dominic 
Lutyens dives in and 
explores the pool's 
past, present and fu-
ture.

In countries as far afield 
as Iceland, Denmark and 
the UK, and in cities such as 
Los Angeles, Sydney, Ber-
lin and Beijing, public swim-
ming pools have historical-
ly been democratic palaces 
of leisure. In the UK, many 
public pools and outdoor li-

dos have long lain neglect-
ed; yet they are now expe-
riencing a revival, as people 
increasingly rediscover the 
invigorating pleasures of 
swimming, especially out-
doors. With a growing num-

ber of community groups 
and councils recognising the 
value of lidos (outdoor swim-
ming pools) and pools to lo-
cal communities, many are 
being restored and modern-
ised to meet 21st-Century 
requirements.

"A lot of work advocat-
ing the return of the lido 
was done in the noughties," 
says Michael Wood, assis-
tant professor in sport man-
agement at the department 
of health and life scienc-
es, Northumbria Universi-
ty. "Over the years, I started 
to dig deeper to understand 
why we had so few pools in 
the UK when they were so 
loved by the public."

The golden age of lidos 
in the UK was in the 1930s, 
when outdoor swimming 

became popular, and 169 
were built across the coun-
try as recreational facili-
ties. This continued into the 
1940s and 50s. "Their de-
signs were grand, and de-
veloped a strong sense of 

place for the communities," 
says Wood. "But, from the 
1960s, fewer people flocked 
to lidos, due partly to the 
1960 Wolfenden report on 
sport and community, which 
recommended that public 
pools be housed indoors. A 
1968 Sports Council report, 
Planning for Sport, stressed 
the seasonal nature of lidos, 
deeming them poor value 
for money. By the 1960s, 
outdoor pools received less 
funding and were falling into 
disrepair."

Accelerating their de-
cline, says Wood, was the 
increase in foreign trav-
el."UK lidos compared less 
well to countries with warm-
er climates that people were 
starting to holiday in." But 
unpredictable British weath-

er can't really be blamed for 
precipitating the lido's de-
mise: "Countries such as the 
Netherlands, Germany, Fin-
land, Sweden and Iceland – 
with similar weather – have 
maintained outdoor pools 

and their vibrant cultures," 
says Wood.

By the 1960s, Icelandic 
lidos went ludic, 

emphasising play over 
sport, with the addition 
of hot tubs and gigantic 

slides.

Architecturally splendid, 
intact interwar and post-war 
pools in Reykjavik, Iceland, 
include Sundhöll (which 
means swimming palace), 
a modernist building fea-
turing a 25m-long pool, de-
signed by Guðjón Samúels-
son, and completed in 1937. 
Icelandic pools are current-
ly celebrated in an exhibition 
called Bathing Culture at the 
Museum of Design and Ap-
plied Art in Reykjavik. By the 
1960s, the exhibition shows, 
lidos went ludic, emphasis-
ing play over sport, with the 
addition of hot tubs and gi-
gantic slides.

In Los Angeles, there's 
the ocean-facing Annenberg 
Community Beach House, 
built in the 1920s for actress 
Marion Davies by her lover, 
William Randolph Hearst. 

Incorporating a heated pool 
that flanks Santa Moni-
ca Beach, it was restored 
and opened to the public 
in 2009. "The State of Cal-
ifornia bought the proper-
ty in 1959," says Jan Dyer, 
principal of Studio-MLA, the 
practice that refurbished it. 
"The City of Santa Monica 
took over operations in the 
1990s, and invited the pub-
lic to reimagine its future 
after the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake damaged all its 
structures. Funding from the 
Annenberg Foundation al-
lowed the City to realise its 
vision of a year-round pub-
lic beach house. The origi-
nal pool was intact but care-
fully restored, its marble tiles 
either cleaned or replaced, if 
damaged, while hand-paint-
ed decorative fish motifs on 
the bottom of the pool were 
repaired. Studio-MLA de-

signed the children's play 
area and surrounding new 
structures, and introduced 
sustainable strategies to re-
duce light pollution and en-
ergy use."

In the UK, a renewed in-
terest in lidos began in the 
2000s with the publication 
of books such as Liquid As-
sets: The Lidos and Open 
Air Swimming Pools of Brit-
ain by Janet Smith, and The 
Lido Guide by Emma Pusill 
and Janet Wilkinson. "Sev-
eral old lidos are sched-
uled to re-open this year in 
the UK, such as Cleveland 
Pools in Bath, Britain's old-
est example," says Wood. 
"Another in Hull should fol-
low in 2023 and we can ex-
pect to see 20-30 new pub-
lic outdoor pools by 2030, 
bringing the number of 
public lidos in Britain from 
around 130 to 160."

Municipal pools, such 
as Moseley Road Baths, 
a handsome, Edwardian 
building lined with glazed 
brickwork in Balsall Heath, 
Birmingham, built in 1907, 
and Art Deco seawater lido 

Jubilee Pool in Penzance, 
Cornwall – so-called be-
cause it was opened in 1935 
to celebrate the Silver Ju-
bilee celebrations of King 
George V – were once im-
pressive, large-scale amen-
ities until they fell into dis-
repair. The former is being 
renovated; the latter has 
been fully refurbished.

Moseley Road Baths, an 
ornate building designed by 
William Hale and Son, al-
most closed a few years 
ago because costs to repair 
it were so exorbitant. The 
building had once served 
various practical functions 
including laundry wash-
ing and individual bath-
ing at a time when many 
homes didn't have bath-
rooms. Over time, conden-
sation and air-borne chem-
icals had caused decay in 
the cast-iron arches span-

ning the width of its largest 
bathing area – the 75ft by 
35ft Gala Pool. However, 
they have been recently ren-
ovated by conservation ar-
chitects Donald Insall Asso-
ciates (also responsible for 
restoring the Ancient Roman 
thermal springs and Cleve-
land Pools, both in Bath).

"Friends of Moseley Road 
Baths was set up following 
a public outcry over plans 
to close the building," says 
Matthew Vaughan, the pro-
ject's lead architect. "They 
formed a coalition with His-
toric England, World Mon-
uments Fund and Birming-
ham City Council, which 
jointly funded the repairs." 
The baths now offer activi-
ties serving the local com-
munity, including therapeu-
tic-movement classes, yoga, 
language lessons, tai chi 
and crafts exhibitions. The 
baths have also been used 
for some time by the LG-
BTQ+ swimming group, Mo-
seley Shoals.

Balconies flanking the 
pool have been repaired: 
"The Roman baths we re-

stored also had balconies," 
says Vaughan. "At Mose-
ley Road Baths these would 
have been used to spectate 
swimming competitions… 
and supervise swimming 
classes later in the 20th Cen-
tury." Pointing out the origins 
of public bathing, he adds: 
"In his Ten Books on Archi-
tecture, [Roman architect] 
Vitruvius wrote about public 
baths in Ancient Rome. The 
Romans constructed build-
ings that took advantage of 
natural hot springs and mas-
tered the artificial engineer-
ing of water. Public bathing 
was common in Britain dur-
ing the Roman occupation, 
for example at the baths in 
Bath."

A bigger splash

Now the Romans' wa-

The best public The best public 
swimming pools swimming pools 
around the worldaround the world
By Dominic Lutyens, Freelance writer and author

Continued on page 30

The Blue Lagoon in Iceland is one of the most famous natural pools in the world

Guðlaug baths in Iceland incorporates two pools, one heated geothermally by a hot spring
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ter-heating techniques are 
being adopted afresh in our 

environmentally conscious 
times, notably at Cornwall's 
Jubilee Pool, one of the larg-
est seawater lidos in the 
UK: "The drive to refurbish 
it was instigated in 2014 by 
Friends of the Jubilee Pool, 
a charity set up by locals, 
who raised £1.8m towards 
its renovation, with support 

from Cornwall Council, Pen-
zance Council and EU fund-
ing," says Scott-Whitby.

"The original pool's re-

markable sweeping walls 
break the waves, but it had 
suffered from being exposed 
to gales over 80 years," says 
Alex Scott-Whitby, director 
of Scott Whitby Studio, the 
architects behind the refur-
bishment.

"The Deco pool has a 
classic, seagull-wing shape 
and juts into the sea," says 

Susan Stuart, the Jubilee 
Pool's director. "Old shelters 
on the Victorian promenade, 
on to which the pool was 

built, were utilised for kiosks, 
storage and a café kitchen. 
We wanted to keep that sim-
plicity but desperately need-
ed to modernise the lido and 
create more space. New 
glass buildings link the shel-
ters in a light-touch, modern 
way, neither competing with 
nor seeking to ape the Art 

Deco form."
The restoration of the lido 

– and extension of its café 
and bar and addition of a 
community hall offering facil-
ities such as art shows and 
fitness classes – are reviving 
its fortunes. "Part of the pool 
is geothermally heated by 
drilling deep into the ground 
and extracting warm wa-
ter from it," says Scott-Whit-
by. The idea for this heating 
method was suggested by 
local graphic designer Mar-
tin Nixon and his brother, 
Charles.

Lidos also appeal 
because people 

are pushing back 
against our digital 
age, and appreci-
ating the sensual, 
experiential qual-
ities of swimming 
– Michael Wood

"It's the second geother-
mally-heated pool created in 
Britain; the first was the Ro-
man one in Bath. It can be 
heated up to 35°C, allowing 
it to be used all year round. A 
similar pool is Blue Lagoon 

in Iceland. Jubilee Pool is 
likely to trailblaze other ge-
othermally-heated seawa-
ter pools. Penzance is one 
of the [UK's] most deprived 
communities, and the pool 
is now seen as a form of re-
generation, attracting more 
tourists to the area."

Susan Stuart adds: "Year-
round opening and renewed 
interest in cold-water swim-
ming is supporting off-sea-
son growth, reducing sea-
sonality in the local economy 
and bolstering employment 
prospects."   

The attraction of Jubi-
lee Pool has been rein-
forced, says Scott-Whit-
by, by "a huge interest in 
swimming and feeling of 
optimism post-pandemic". 

Wood agrees: "The pan-
demic made us appreciate 
what is local to us. Lidos 
also appeal because people 
are pushing back against 
our digital age and appreci-
ating the sensual, experien-
tial qualities of swimming."

Another early 20th-Centu-
ry seawater pool still in op-
eration is Bondi Icebergs 
Club in Sydney, originally 
called The Icebergs Swim-
ming Club and established 
in 1929 by lifeguards who 
wanted to maintain their fit-
ness by swimming during 
the winter months. At the 
south end of Bondi Beach, 
it comprises a 50m-long 
adults' pool and a shallow, 
25m-long childrens' pool 
(both unheated) – it's now 
open all year round. Other 
features include hot show-
ers, a poolside restaurant, a 
sauna and a museum docu-
menting its history. 

In 1999, Icelandic prac-
tice Basalt Architects mas-
terminded Blue Lagoon, a 
string of geothermally-heat-
ed pools integrated into a 
rugged, volcanic landscape, 
and in 2021 Guðlaug Baths, 
also in Iceland, which in-
corporates two pools, one 
heated geothermally by a 

hot spring. Another Icelan-
dic practice, Úti og Inni Ar-
chitects, created pool com-
plex Árbæjarlaug Árbæja in 
1993. "This features an in-
door pool – with a glazed 
dome that draws daylight in 
– which connects to an out-
door pool," says one of its ar-
chitects, Baldur Ó Svavars-
son. "It also has a slide with 
water gushing down it, pro-
pelling those who ride it into 
a deep part of the pool to en-
sure no one is hurt. Anoth-
er attraction is its hot tubs. 
Many people don't swim, 
and like to sit in the tubs and 
discuss politics."

Natural springs also feed 
into Barton Springs Pool, 
a three-acre, artificial bath-
ing pool with a limestone 

base built in the channel 
of a creek in Austin, Texas. 
The surrounding landscape 
boasts grassy slopes where 
swimmers can dry off after 
swimming or find shade in 
the many trees surrounding 
the pool.

There is also an abun-
dance of open-air pools in 
Copenhagen. Architects 
Bjarke Ingels Group de-
signed the city's Harbour 
Bath, completed in 2003. 
Boasting pools of differ-
ent depths, including a div-
ing pool, it accommodates 
600 people, and simulates 
a beach setting with its piers 
and boardwalk-like decking.

Another riverside pool is 
Berlin's Baderschiff, locat-
ed in the East Harbour of 
the city's River Spree. The 
pool is contained within the 
hull of an old ship – hence its 
name, which means bathing 
ship. This keeps it separate 
from the river water, which 
is too polluted to swim in. It 
was originally conceived as 
an artwork by artist Suzanne 
Lorenz in collaboration with 
architects AMP and Gil Wilk. 
Open from 8am to midnight, 
it's also a popular nightspot 
with a bar and DJs.

One architectural practice 
with a strong focus on pub-

lic pools is London-based 
Studio Octopi, whose intro-
duction to working with com-
munities on new outdoor 
swimming facilities came 
with the launch of Thames 
Baths in 2013. This pro-
posed an experience as 
close as possible to swim-
ming in a river. "Our idea of 
naturally filtered river-water 
pools shrouded in reeds and 
rushes caught the imagina-
tion of the world's press and 
a crowdfunding campaign 
raised £142,000. But a site 
for it is yet to be found," says 
director Chris Romer-Lee.

One of the studio's pro-
posed projects is Swimmo-
bile, the recreation of an 

Moseley Road Baths in Birmingham, UK, has recently been renovated by conservation architects

The Jubilee Pool in Penzance, Cornwall, has been refurbished and modernised

Barton Springs Pool is a three-acre bathing pool built in the channel of a creek in Austin, Texas

Continued from page 28

Continued on page 32
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To the average 
person, Russians 

broadcasting about 
borsch may seem ob-
vious and innocuous, 
but not so for Ukrain-
ians, who consider 
the soup to be their 
national dish.

Soup should never be 
your go-to weapon in a food 
fight. As projectiles go, a 
bowl of chunky liquid proves 
messy and lacks preci-
sion. Fist-size bread rolls 
are more effective – or, say, 

chocolate pudding catapult-
ed from a spoon. In Russia 
though, the latest food fight 
is all about soup, and it’s 
being hurled from the walls 
of the Kremlin via Twitter. 
The soup war boiled over 
into social media this year, 
when @Russia (the official 
Twitter account for the Rus-
sian Federation’s Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs) tweeted: “A 
timeless classic, #Borsch 
is one of Russia’s most fa-
mous and beloved #dishes 
and a symbol of traditional 
cuisine”.

To the average Twitter 
skimmer, Russians broad-
casting about borsch may 
seem obvious and innoc-

uous, but for Ukrainians, 
who consider borsch to be 
their national dish, the Rus-
sian tweet is wartime propa-
ganda, especially consider-
ing the current occupation of 
Crimea and the latest con-
flict in eastern Ukraine that’s 
been raging since 2014. The 
Ukrainian Twittersphere re-
sponded with anger and hu-
mour, with comments like 
“As if stealing Crimea wasn’t 
enough, you had to go and 
steal borsch from Ukraine 
as well”.

Borsch (борщ in Cyril-
lic) is a hearty soup, usually 
coloured red from beetroot 
(though green and white va-
rieties of the soup exist), and 
for centuries, it has been a 
daily staple in the Ukraini-
an kitchen. For many, Rus-
sia’s claim on such a quin-
tessentially Ukrainian dish 
embodies a much larg-
er trend of Russia’s histor-
ical oppression of Ukraini-
an language, politics, and, 
above all, independence. 
According to Alex Kok-
charov, a London-based po-
litical and economic risk an-
alyst of Belarusian descent, 
the Russian Foreign Minis-
try’s chest-beating around 

“Russian” borsch is, “an-
other attempt at cultural ap-
propriation by Moscow”. He 
explained that while “a num-
ber of cultures claim borsch 
to be theirs – Ukraine, Be-
larus, Poland and Russia – 
Ukraine has the strongest 
claim for the dish.”

“Borsch is most definite-
ly from Ukraine,” said Olesia 
Lew, a New York-based chef 
and head consultant for Ve-
selka, the iconic Ukrainian 
diner in New York City’s East 
Village, who is proud of her 
Ukrainian heritage. “I say 
it’s Ukrainian, not just from 
a nationalistic point of view, 
but because the soup hails 
from the land of Ukraine, 
and those ingredients have 
been found in the country’s 
archaeological record into 
the distant past.”

So, what about the mil-
lions of ethnic Russians who 
insist the red soup they love 
is most decidedly Russian? 
“Yes, Russian people claim 
it’s their food,” said Lew, 
“But it’s a food they devel-
oped through occupation.” 
According to Lew, borsch 
did not simply leak across 
the collective conscious-
ness of Russian cuisine, but 
most likely entered the Sovi-
et mainstream in the Stalin-
ist era as a result of a con-
certed effort by the Kremlin. 
In his attempt to collectivise 
the largest country on Earth, 
Stalin tasked his Commissar 

of Food, Anastas Mikoyan, 
with establishing a Soviet 
national cuisine that catered 
to the more than 100 differ-
ent “nationalities” (the Sovi-
et term for the diverse eth-
nic populations) found in the 
USSR.

Mikoyan’s official study 
of cultural melting pots and 
mass food production led 
him to the United States, 
where he fell in love with 
hamburgers, hot dogs and 
ice cream. On his return, 
Mikoyan launched fac-

tory-produced ice cream 
across the Soviet Un-
ion and popularised effi-
cient kitchen meals like kot-
leti (minced meat patties) in 
everyday cooking. In 1939, 
he published the propagan-
da-heavy Book of Tasty and 
Healthy Food, a standard-
ised cookbook that was of-
ten gifted to newlywed cou-

ples in the Soviet Union 
from the Communist Party – 
a book that is still in print to 
this day.

“Mikoyan needed to 
mass-produce a cultur-
al identity for these Soviet 
foods,” said Lew. “It’s fas-
cinating to read what he 
picked from each place – be 
it Ukraine or Georgia – while 
remaining vague (eg “add 
meat”), since at the time 
most ingredients were not 
widely available across the 
Soviet Union. The cookbook 

made all these dishes part 
of Soviet culture and there-
by ‘Russian’, since Russia 
was the most important cul-
ture for the Soviets.”

So what exactly does this 
Soviet food bible say about 
borsch? Chapter 6 (“Soups”) 
starts with cabbage-based 
Shchi, listing 

originally US concept envi-
sioning lorries with open-top 
containers driving into ar-
eas without access to wa-
ter, a collaboration with artist 
Amy Sharrocks. "Swimmo-
bile gestures towards lost 
rivers under city streets," 
says Sharrocks. "The idea is 
for it to bring a joyous splash 
to streets. My work is cen-
tred on collaboration and ex-
change, and the Swimmo-

bile is a strong collaborative 
platform, an incitement to joy 
and deeper thinking about 
water. We are facing drastic 
water economies, but water 
is our great connector and 
supporter. The Swimmobile 
could host a summer sea-
son of swimming across six 
months each year, from May 
to October, or longer given 
the current vogue for winter 
swimming."

Another proposal by Stu-
dio Octopi is to restore 

Grange Lido in Cumbria, an 
Art Deco, 50m-long seawa-
ter lido that closed in 1993. A 
community-led group, Save 
Grange Lido, is on the cusp 
of rescuing the site as a 
pool. If funds can be raised, 
it would be heated, and a 
new café, restaurant and 
community facilities would 
be incorporated within exist-
ing, extended pavilions.

And, thanks to a 10-year-
long campaign, commu-
nity group Friends of Tar-

lair has secured a 99-year 
lease on the Art Deco pavil-
ion at Tarlair Lido in a sce-
nic coastal spot near Aber-
deen, Scotland, where there 
is a seawater, tidal pool. 
Studio Octopi has been 
granted consent for the full 
restoration of its Deco pavil-
ion, which will house a new 
café with community work-
shops. A poorly construct-
ed, 1970s extension has 
been replaced with a green 
stone-clad extension whose 

form is inspired by the pool's 
curves and the colour of sur-
rounding gorse and gran-
ite-covered cliffs. The pro-
ject is due to be completed 
in the summer of 2023.

Romer-Lee has written a 
book on 70 of the world's fin-
est, man-made tidal pools, 
called Sea Pools, to be pub-
lished next year by Batsford. 
"The sheer variety and stag-
gering beauty of this pool ty-
pology is relatively under-re-
searched," he says, seeing it 

as the start of a wider plan 
to build more of these pools. 
"Where long tides mean 
troublesome swimming 
at low tide or where the 
coast is particularly danger-
ous due to its geology, tidal 
pools provide a safe haven 
for communities to access 
water. A thread that runs 
through all our work is the 
fundamental right to access 
water." 

Continued from page 30

The Icebergs pool at Bondi Beach, Sydney, is a famously idyllic spot

Outdoor swimming for both physical and mental wellbeing has become ever more popular in recent years

Who really owns Who really owns 
borsch?borsch?
By Andrew Evans, BBC Travel

A war over who owns borsch has boiled over on social media this year

Continued on page 34
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Continued from page 32

six different recipes, after 
which comes “Borsch”, then 

“Summer Borsch” (featuring 
squash, celery and beetroot 
greens), followed lastly by a 
differentiated “Ukrainian 
Borsch”. (Imagine an Ameri-
can cookbook with multiple 
recipes for tacos, finishing 
with “Mexican tacos”, and 
that’s what it sounds like.)

According to Mikoyan’s 
recipe, standard borsch con-
tains meat, beetroot, cab-
bage, root vegetables, on-
ions, tomato paste, vinegar 
and sugar, while “Ukrainian” 
borsch contains meat, cab-
bage, potatoes, beetroot, to-
mato paste, carrot, parsnip, 
onion, bacon, butter, vinegar 
and garlic, garnished with 
sour cream and chopped 
parsley. The Ukrainian reci-
pe, framed as a separate it-
eration of the standardised 
version, is by far the most 
well-known today.

While the broader world 
may consider borsch as a 
quintessentially “Russian” 
food, very few non-Rus-
sians are acquainted with 
the much less-exciting Rus-
sian variant shchi. As a ba-
sic cabbage soup, shchi is 
effectively borsch without 
the beetroot.

An 1823 Russian diction-
ary of Ukrainian words de-
fined borsch as “the same 
thing as shchi”, while an 
1842 book of Russian et-
ymology differentiates be-
tween Russian shchi (re-
ferring to sour cabbage) 
and Ukrainian borsch, a 

word that in fact referenc-
es the soup’s traditional in-
gredient of hogweed, or 
borschevik. Hogweed (Her-

acleum sphondylium) grows 
throughout Eurasia, but 
the plant flourishes in the 
marshy areas around the 
Danube and Dnipro (Dne-
pr in Russian) river del-
tas. Long before the mod-
ern-day countries of Russia 
or Ukraine existed, the peo-
ple of the Black Sea region 
boiled soup from the pickled 
stems, leaves and flowers of 
the hogweed plant. Recipe 
books show that the Ukraini-
ans added beetroot.

Similar-yet-separate cul-
ture and geography make 
the untangling of Rus-
sian and Ukrainian history 
an almost impossible task. 
Pro-Russian ideologues use 
the region’s complex past to 
promote a rewritten histo-
ry that draws a straight line 
from the current Russian 
regime back to the original 
Slavic civilisation. To that 
end, in its tweet, the Rus-
sian Foreign Ministry dou-
bled down on its historical 
bias by reframing of the or-
igins of borsch from “Rus-
sian” hogweed that dates 
back to the “Ancient Rus” of 
the 10th Century.

The problem with this 
statement is that Ancient 
Rus was centred in Kyiv 
(Kiev in Russian), now the 
capital of Ukraine. Over the 
past millennium, Ukraine’s 
largest city has been defined 
by repeated invasion, occu-
pations and violent uprisings 
– often against the strong-

hold of Russian influence 
over Ukrainian politics. Re-
branding Ukraine’s nation-
al food staple as Russian is 
even more ironic and offen-
sive in light of the Holodo-
mor, Stalin’s manmade fam-
ine of 1932-33, when forced 
collectivisation, aggressive 
grain procurement and con-
fiscation of food stores led to 
the starvation of millions of 
Ukrainians. The exact num-
ber of dead, and whether the 
famine should be consid-
ered a genocide, remains a 
sticking point that is still de-
bated and denied by Rus-
sians.

The cookbook made 
all these dishes part 
of Soviet culture and 

thereby ‘Russian’

The battle over borsch 
and its meaning continues 
online, most notably around 
the soup’s official definition. 
Ukrainian Wikipedia lists 
borsch as “found in Ukrain-
ian, Belarusian, Polish, Lith-

uanian, Iranian and Jewish 
national cuisines,” but fails 
to mention Russian cuisine. 
Meanwhile, Russian-lan-
guage Wikipedia says: 
“Borsch is a type of beet-
based soup, giving it a char-
acteristic red colour. A tra-
ditional dish of the Eastern 
Slavs, it is a common first 
course in Ukrainian cuisine.”

Admittedly, the wid-
er, non-Slavic world views 
borsch as Russian, while 
Poles know it only as be-
loved Polish barszcz. This 
is also problematic since at 
least half of Ukraine was oc-
cupied by Poland for sever-
al centuries. Meanwhile, the 
common English spelling of 
borscht (with a “t”) derives 
from the Yiddish translitera-
tion, since the soup was in-
troduced to the west primari-
ly by Jewish refugees fleeing 
Eastern Europe. Food trav-
els with people, which is why 
borsch is now popular world-
wide.

“The soup is everywhere 
now,” said Dima Martseniuk, 
head chef at Veselka. “May-
be like 5% of Russians say 

it’s theirs, but the other 95% 
know that borsch is Ukrain-
ian. I mean, I’m not going 
to pick a fight over it.” More 
than nationalism, what mat-
ters to Martseniuk is how the 
soup tastes, since he makes 
and serves hundreds of gal-
lons of borsch every week.

“My grandma’s clas-
sic recipe begins with pork 
stock boiled from rib bones. 
Then you have to use sweet 
cabbage – not the heavy 
kind. Then it’s important that 
you cook the other ingredi-
ents on the side, in a sep-
arate frying pan. You have 
to sauté them – the onion, 
carrot and shredded beet-
root. Then you add sunflow-
er oil, butter, spices, ketch-
up or tomato paste. And be 
sure to add something acid-
ic – white vinegar or lem-
on juice – that helps pre-
serve the deep red colour.” 
His less-traditional tip? “Try 
making borsch in a pizza 
oven,” Martseniuk said. The 
open flame apparently does 

wonders to the cooking and 
it tastes really good.

Variation is the real beau-
ty of borsch, and across 
Ukraine, I’ve encountered 
countless varieties of the 
soup – with or without meat, 
beans or certain spices. 
“There are as many versions 
of borsch as there are East-
ern European grandmas,” 
said Tom Birchard, owner 
of Veselka. “People have an 
emotional attachment to the 
soup, and everybody has 
their own idea of what it is.”

I learned how to make 
borsch while living in 
Kharkiv, the second larg-
est city in Ukraine less than 
30km from the Russian 
border. My teacher, Tanya 
Karabanova, was a bona 
fide babulya (Ukrainian 
grandmother) who insisted 
that the best borsch came 
from careful cutting and sep-
arate cooking of each in-
gredient so that every sub-
tle vegetable flavour comes 
out. She was adamant that 
I never chop the cabbage 
into squares, resulting in 

what she called “stolovaya”, 
or “cafeteria-style”, borsch 
– the kind of soulless, wa-
tery-brown sustenance la-
dled out in schools, military 
bases or prisons. Instead, 
she told me to “rotate the 
cabbage downwards while 
shaving finely along the 
edge, forming long, fine, 
crescents of translucent 
cabbage”.

“With borsch, everyone 
is right,” Lew explained. 
“Ukrainians are fiercely in-
dependent and defensive 
about their food and how 
authentic it is. For me, the 

key thing is to have the right 
beets – young, sweet sum-
mer beets. I’m a big fan of 
meatless borsch – and I 
like beans in my borsch be-
cause that’s the way I was 
raised. Sour cream, abso-
lutely, and I like a bit of kvas 

(a fermented beverage) in 
the back note – the sour off-
sets the sweetness and rich-
ness of the beet.”

Lew buys her ingredients 
in the farmers’ markets of 
New York City, insisting on 
using the freshest ingredi-
ents. Descended from an 
immigrant family, Lew ad-
mits that like borsch, her 
own life story has spread 
across the globe. “Food is 
part of culture and identity, 
but people move,” she said. 
“Food can be shared, and it 
can unite people – but food 
can travel. Things get sticky 

when you try to deny people 
the food that they have been 
raised on for generations, 
and I would never want to 
deny someone their cultur-
al heritage simply because 
they were raised in Soviet 
times.”

Borsch is usually coloured red from beetroot

While Russian people claim borsch as their own, it has been a daily staple in 
Ukrainian kitchens for centuries

Borsch likely entered the Soviet mainstream when Stalin’s Commissar of Food, 
Anastas Mikoyan (right), established a Soviet national cuisine

Mikoyan’s Book of Tasty and Healthy Food included recipes that catered to the 
more than 100 different ethnic populations in the USSR

The Book of Tasty and Healthy Food’s chapter on soups begins with shchi, 
which is effectively borsch without the beetroot

Ukrainian borsch, made with meat, cabbage, potatoes and beetroot, is by far the 
best-known version
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A long twisting road 
leads up Portu-

gal's highest moun-
tain, and here, unlike 
many other European 
summits, visitors can 
drive right to the top.

The peak rises 1,993m 
above sea level, and al-
though its actual name is 
Torre (tower), most peo-
ple just call it by the same 
designation as the range it 
lofts over: Serra da Estrela 
or "mountain of the stars".

By day, the drive offers 
wonderful views across the 
undulant landscape of this 

narrow country – from the 
red hills of Spain in the east 
to the blue Atlantic Ocean in 
the west. However, the real 
spectacle comes as the sun 
starts to drop. Not only is 
this mountain a popular spot 
to watch golden sunsets, but 

for those who stay later, it of-
fers a glimmering night-time 
fresco that covers the heav-
ens, made up of millions of 
white pinpricks scattered in 
glorious imperfection.

Over the past decade, 
Portugal has gained recog-
nition for being one of the 
top places in the world for 
travellers to observe the 
night sky, thanks to the crea-
tion of the 3,000 sq km Dark 
Sky Alqueva reserve, in Por-
tugal's central Alentejo re-
gion. In 2011, the reserve 
was certified as the world's 
first Starlight Tourism Desti-
nation by the Starlight Foun-
dation, a Unesco-support-
ed international organisation 

that promotes science and 
tourism. This status cele-
brates the region's ideal 
viewing conditions (low lev-
els of light pollution and an 
average of 286 cloudless 
nights per year, which result 
in some of Portugal's dark-

est skies), but also the wid-
er tourism infrastructure it 
has inspired, which is set up 
to cater specifically to star-
gazers.

Dark Sky Alqueva is also 
the starting point for a stun-
ning three-hour road trip that 
takes you through some of 
the least light-polluted parts 
of Europe, winding along the 
area's Dark Sky Route (a 
curated collection of activi-
ties and accommodations), 
and rising all the way to Por-
tugal's highest peak, fittingly 
called the Serra da Estrela, 
or "mountain of stars".

My friend and I began our 
intergalactic journey 300km 
south of Serra da Estre-

la on a particularly dark 
night in the village of Cu-
meada, where a school has 
been transformed into Dark 
Sky Alqueva's observatory, 
which hosts stargazing ses-
sions and astrophotography 
exhibitions. Here we met 

Miguel Claro, a guide and 
Dark Sky Alqueva's official 
photographer.

"Portugal is waking up to 
this immensely unique and 
valuable natural resource 
that has long been under-
appreciated," Claro said. 
"Dark Sky Alqueva is the as-
tronomical equivalent of the 
giant wave 'discovered' by 
surfers in Nazaré – some-
thing that had been hiding in 
plain sight, waiting for peo-
ple with the right sensitivity 
to take a closer look."

Claro is a deep-space 
specialist, and when he is 
not taking groups on night-
time stargazing expedi-
tions, he spends his time 
photographing far-away ob-
jects like nebulae, galaxies 
and star clusters. These are 
things that can look faint and 
underwhelming to the naked 

eye or even through an eye-
piece of a telescope but ex-
plode with colour and detail 
when photographed.

"We have 
excellent weather, 
very little cloud 

cover and a lack of 
light pollution…, 
which makes it 
perfect to shoot 

the sky," said 
Miguel Claro

"To get good images you 
need very specific condi-
tions," he said. "Luckily here 
we have excellent weath-
er, very little cloud cover 
and a lack of light pollution 
or heavy air traffic, which 
makes it perfect to shoot the 
sky. Unlike the coastal areas 
that have long been devel-
oped, the Portuguese back-
country remains scarcely 
populated and undisturbed, 
which makes it much easier 
to pick up light sources from 
outer space without interfer-

ence." 
The Cumeada Observato-

ry is open every night from 
Tuesday to Saturday year-
round, and travellers can 
come to observe the Moon, 
the stars and the Sun using 
binoculars and telescopes. 
Claro expertly guided us on 
a heavenly tour of constella-
tions and planets, as well as 
the Milky Way and the Ori-
on Nebula.

The next morning we 
travelled through time rath-
er than space, arriving 
just before sunrise at the 
7,500-year-old stone circle 
of Almendres Cromlech, an-
other landmark on the Dark 
Sky Route, located near the 
Unesco World Heritage city 
of Evora. The biggest pre-
historic monument on the 
Iberian Peninsula isn't gated 
and can be visited by day or 

by night – it looks especially 
awe-inspiring under the pale 
glow of the moon.

Despite predating Stone-
henge by at least 1,000 
years, Almendres Cromlech 
was only brought to the at-
tention of the scientific com-
munity in 1964 and doesn't 
get anywhere near the same 
footfall or levels of protec-
tion. Still for Mario Carval-
ho, a local guide and ex-
perimental archaeologist, it 
could teach us more about 
early humans' in-depth un-
derstanding of their world, 
by day as well as at night.

"This stone circle is organ-
ised in a very complex way," 
he explained, as he showed 
us around the site. Accord-
ing to Carvalho, the stones 
follow a much more compli-
cated equinoctial orientation 
than the one Stonehenge 
uses, which is based on the 
winter solstice. To find the 
equinox, the builders would 
have spent years observing 
the rising and setting of the 
Moon and the Sun, which 
suggests that the population 
was sedentary rather than 
nomadic, reflecting a monu-

mental shift in human activi-
ty at that period.

"It basically shows us the 
beginning of farming," said 
Carvalho. "And sites like 
this show that from the earli-
est times we have looked to-
wards the sky for answers. 
Then during the Age of Dis-
covery, Portuguese naviga-
tors used the stars to guide 
them to the New World and 
beyond. It's interesting that 
today we seem to have 
renewed interest in out-
er space with the dark sky 
movement."

Driving through the sleepy 
countryside of the Alentejo, 
it was surprising to see how 
little things have been affect-
ed by modern development. 
Large swaths of land are 
still farmed in the same way 
they would have been hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of 

years ago, with small herds 
of animals grazing under the 
cork oaks and olive groves. 
The whitewashed villages 
also tell a story of their own: 
street names echo new 
lands across the sea, and 
ancient churches boast fres-
cos of navigation and ad-
venture.

Above it all hangs the ar-
ea's star-filled canopy. It's a 
draw by itself, but Apolónia 
Rodrigues, the founder of 
Dark Sky Alqueva, has been 
working to bring more to the 
table in terms of tourism of-
ferings. "The Alqueva Dark 
Sky Route is a network of 
local accommodation own-
ers who support stargazing," 
she explained. "Many now 
stay open outside of peak 
season, offer late check-in 
times and receive guests 
all though the night, off the 
back of nocturnal excur-
sions. They also have more 
flexible catering options and 
packed meals to take out 
into the field."

She has also worked with 
partners to develop mem-
orable activities, such as 

The ultimate The ultimate 
stargazing stargazing 
road triproad trip
By John Silcox, Freelance writer and BBC Travel correspondent

Continued on page 38

Despite predating Stonehenge by at least 1,000 years, Almendres Cromlech was only brought to the attention of the 
scientific community in 1964

Home to Portugal's "mountain of stars" and some of Europe's least light-polluted skies, the Alentejo region is best seen 
at night.
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An ITV or Inspec-
ción Técnico de 

Vehículo is similar to 
an MOT in the UK but 
with some clear differ-
ences.

 ITVs here in Spain are car-
ried out in special Government 
Centres whose sole purpose is 
to Inspect the vehicles, wheth-
er small cars, lorries or buses. 
All inspections are carried out 
in the same centres. 

Vehicles are firstly booked 
into the system by the office 
administration staff and an in-
spection sheet printed. This 
is followed by the recording of 
various basic information (mile-
age; a photo of the front of the 
vehicle; a check of the chassis 
number from under the bonnet 
and from the inside of the car 
-(often this is under the carpet 
of the passenger’s seat).

The car’s lights – front and 
rear, including fog and emer-
gency lights, and headlight 
alignment - are then checked 

with horn, wipers, indicators, 
followed by tyres (for tread/
wear and that they are ALL 
the same and correct size for 
the car). This is followed by 
the checking of the vehicle’s 
brakes (including the hand 
brake).

Progressing along the lane 
to the final stage - over a ‘pit’ 
where an inspection of the bot-
tom of the vehicle is examined 
– at which time instructions are 
given to the driver on what to 
do. At this point the suspension 
and steering are checked. 

If the vehicle passes you 
will have returned to you the 
Ficha Tecnica ‘stamped’ as 
passed with the exact time, 
date, month and year of the ex-
piry, together with a sticker for 
the windscreen (with the month 
and year of the next date the 
ITV is due) If you have a new-

style Ficha Tecnica there is no 
sticker (it is simply affixed to 
the inspection sheet and you 
would need to refer to that for 
the exact date it expires).

If the vehicle fails you are 
provided with a copy of the in-
spection sheet indicating how/
on what points the vehicle has 
failed, and whether the prob-
lem is considered Grave (seri-
ous) or Leve (minor). It will also 
advise you whether the work 
has to be carried out by a Reg-
istered (legal) garage with an 
Industria Licence, and able to 
provide you with a legal factu-
ra that you must present when 
returning to the ITV station with 
the car. Some ‘minor’ fails such 
as a light bulb here or there can 
be carried out without the need 
for an ‘Official’ factura, although 
these days what seems like a 
simple task of changing a light 
bulb becomes a major issue 
as the whole light often has to 
be removed or if ‘integral’ the 
whole unit might require to be 
replaced.

M O T O R W O R L DM O T O R W O R L D
ITVs in Spain 

With thanks to Emma Swain, Motorworld, Las Chafiras
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Percy Bysshe Shel-
ley and A Sum-

mary of Ozymandias
Ozymandias is a four-

teen-line sonnet written in 
1817 by a British Roman-
tic poet whose name is syn-
onymous with radical social 
and political change. Percy 
Bysshe Shelley lived a cha-
otic, nomadic life but man-
aged to produce poetry and 
pamphlets for most of his 
adult years. He eventual-
ly married Mary Wollstone-

craft Godwin, the daughter 
of philosopher William God-
win, and eloped with her to 
Europe, living in a circle of 
artistic friends and lovers 
which included for a time 
Lord Byron.

It was during this time that 
Shelley died at the age of 
29 when his boat sank in a 
storm in the Gulf of Spezia, 
Italy. Atheist, pacifist and 
vegetarian, he was mourned 
by his close friends but back 
in England lacked support 
because he was seen as an 

agitator. His wide-ranging 
poetry lives on. A sensitive 
nature poet, he wrote the 
oft quoted To a Skylark and 
The Flower That Smiles To-
day but he could pen polit-
ical verse too, notably Eng-
land in 1819.

Ozymandias is a politi-
cal poem at heart, written 
at a time when Napoleon's 
domination of Europe was 
coming to an end and an-
other empire, that of Great 
Britain's, was about to take 
over. Shelley's poem en-
capsulates metaphorically 
the outcome of such tyran-
nical wielding of power - no 
leader, King, despot, dicta-
tor or ruler can overcome 
time. Overall, this sonnet 
paints a picture of an egotis-
tical character who thought 
himself without rival but who 
was cruel to his people.

Further Analysis of 
Ozymandias

Shelley uses the first-per-
son pronoun "I" to begin his 
sonnet then cleverly switch-

es the focus to a third per-
son, a traveller, whose 
words are contained in the 
remaining thirteen lines. 
This was highly unusual for 
a sonnet at the time and re-
flects the poet's innovative 
thinking.

The reader is effective-
ly listening in to a conver-
sation between two people, 
one recently returned from a 
journey through an ancient 
country. It is this person's 
narrative that describes the 
huge statue in the sands of 
the desert, a former monu-
ment of a great leader, now 
in pieces and forgotten.

Imagery

Shelley's evocative lan-
guage creates some very 
powerful images. From the 
second line on the read-
er is painted a vivid picture 
with words such as vast and 
trunkless...half sunk...shat-
tered visage...frown and 
wrinkled lip...sneer of cold 
command...this is a pretty 
damning description of Ozy-
mandias (Greek name for 
an Egyptian pharaoh called 
Rameses II, 1,300BCE) 
and reflects Shelley's own 
thoughts on those who 
crave and wield power.

The words written on the 
pedestal, the stand that 
once held the statue, now 
seem meaningless and rhe-
torical; it's the statement of 

an arrogant despot. 
This broken, weathered 

statue lies in a desert, a des-
olate place that goes on for 
miles and miles. Not many 
people pass through that 
desert, or would want to, 
in contrast with the past. A 
once great leader has been 
left to history and will be bur-
ied in the sand in time.

More Analysis of 
Ozymandias

Ozymandias is a com-
mentary on the ephemeral 

nature of absolute political 
power. Monarchs and dicta-
tors and tyrants are all sub-
ject to change sooner or lat-
er - and Shelley's language 
reflects his dislike for such 
rulers.

Note the use of sunk/ 
shattered/ sneer of cold 
command/ lifeless/ mocked/ 
fed/ decay/ bare/ lone...
words that seek to under-
mine those in positions of 
privilege and power.

What is clear is the con-

moonlight wine tasting, night 
canoeing and weekend-long 
festivals called "star par-
ties". And then there are all 
the other daytime experienc-
es than can be added to the 
region, such as visits to his-

torical sites and cultural cen-
tres, as well as fantastic lo-
cal cuisine and wine.

Rodrigues sees stargaz-
ing as an essential part of 
Portugal's sustainable tour-

ism future. Mass tourism is 
not the aim, but rather main-
taining a healthy balance 
between local development 
and environmental preser-
vation. She is using lessons 
learned at Dark Sky Alqueva 
to help found additional dark 
sky reserves further north in 

the country that also provide 
favourable star-viewing con-
ditions.

During the final stretch of 
our journey, a succession 
of tight hairpins overlook-

ing steep drops required us 
to keep our wits about us 
as we made our way to our 
last stop: the Serra da Estre-
la mountain range. Near 
the summit, we met Natali-
na Correia, a Portuguese 
national on a road trip with 
her boyfriend; they are visit-

ing the mountain for the first 
time.

"My boyfriend enjoys driv-
ing on more challenging 
roads, and here the main 
roads are absolutely fantas-

tic," she said, gesturing at 
the snaking grey tarmac that 
cut through the bold land-
scape ahead. "From here 
you can see all the way from 
Spain to the sea – it's incred-
ible. The Portuguese coast 
is unrivalled for sunsets as it 
faces due west, but up here 
it's even more impressive."

The pair settled on a 
spot near an abandoned 
old observatory and Portu-
gal's highest police station. 
It made for a pretty picture, 

the geometric architecture 
contrasting against the nat-
ural rock formations and the 
pink-red sky.

The summit was indeed a 
glorious location to see off 
the end of the day and made 
for a good opportunity to re-
flect on everything we had 
learnt on the road. Then true 
to its name, the mountain of 
stars began to reveal its full 
treasures as the night set 
in. Thanks to our time in the 
observatory, we could now 

name some of the constel-
lations, planets and nebulae 
that slowly came into view.

However, the most poign-
ant lesson of all was per-
haps about the value of 
properly observing our sur-
roundings. The stars are – 
like many of the most beau-
tiful things in life – slightly 
hidden from direct sight, but 
simply spellbinding once we 
take a proper look.

Continued from page 36

Dark Sky Alqueva boasts an average of 286 cloudless nights per year

Near the summit, we met Natalina Correia, a Portuguese national on a road trip with her boyfriend; they are visiting the 
mountain for the first time

Analysis of Poem Analysis of Poem 
"Ozymandias" by "Ozymandias" by 
Percy Bysshe ShelleyPercy Bysshe Shelley
By Andrew Evans, BBC Travel

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Continued on page 40

Ozymandias
I met a traveller from an antique land,
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
"My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings;
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!"
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”
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tempt held for the arrogance 
of this ruler Ozymandias, for 
his hand mocked and his 
greedy heart fed on the peo-
ple, and only the sculptor's 
great skill remains to record 
these things.

The inscription further re-
inforces the idea that this 
once all-powerful leader 
thought greatly of himself, 
building up his ego by de-
claring he is king of kings 
no less. Surely no one could 
surpass his greatness?

Shelley's use of despair 
puts everything into per-
spective. Ozymandias 
thought himself so Mighty 
that even others who 
claimed their works were 
mighty would pale into in-
significance. To contest this 
claim would be their ruin.

The mightier they are, the 
heavier they fall seems to be 
a part of Shelley's message.

Written in 1817, Shelley 
no doubt had opinions on 
the state of Britain and Eu-
rope at that time and Ozy-
mandias could well have 
been influenced by the life 
of one Napoleon Bonaparte, 
the would-be Emperor of all 

Europe and beyond. He had 
invaded Egypt a few years 
earlier and fought with the 
British to keep control of the 
Nile and its lands. Napoleon 
eventually lost out and was 
exiled to a distant island, St 
Helena, where he died in 
1821.

Ozymandias stands the 
test of time and is relevant 
for this and every other age. 
Dictators, despots and oth-
ers who abuse their abso-
lute power will fall foul of 
events eventually.

Shelley's choice of a son-
net within which to work his 
words is fascinating, for the 
sonnet is a tight, packed 
field of regularity. It is the tra-
ditional form for the expres-
sion of love. So, did the son-
net form appeal because he 
wanted to invert the notion 
of love for someone?

• Reading Ozy-
mandias satisfactorily is a 
challenge - there are three 
voices, the original "I", the 
traveller and the voice of 
Ozymandias himself.

• What makes the 
whole so successful is the 
way the poet has seamless-
ly woven all three together, 
the final image of the distant, 

endless sands contrasting 
powerfully with the now hol-
low words of Ozymandias.

What Is the Metre of 
Ozymandias?

Ozymandias has a ba-
sic iambic pentameter beat, 
that is, iambic feet are in the 
majority for most lines, the 
familiar daDUM stresses 
in control, first syllable un-
stressed, second stressed.

But there are variations 
on this theme and some 
lines break with this regu-
lar pattern. The syntax too, 
helps vary the pace and the 
way in which clauses are 
read. Syntax is the joining 
of clauses with grammar to 
form the whole.

Let's look at the opening 
two lines:

I met / a trave / ller from / 
an an / tique land,

Who said: / Two vast / and 
trunk / less legs / of stone

The iambic feet dominate 
in both lines but note the first 
line has a pyrrhic (dadum....
no stresses) midway, whilst 
the second line starts with 
the spondee (two stressed 
syllables).

And the lines ten and 

eleven, the quote:
"My name / is Ozy / mandi 

/ as, King / of Kings;
Look on / my works, / ye 

Migh / ty, and / despair!"
The tenth line has elev-

en syllables, the second 
foot having three syllables 
making this an amphibrach 
(daDUMda). The rest are 
iambs.

The eleventh line starts 
with a trochee (DUMda), fol-
lowed by a double stressed 
spondee, bringing energy 
and emphasis. A softer pyr-
rhic is sandwiched between 
iambs.

Overall, the metrical 
rhythm is broken up by Shel-
ley's use of caesurae (punc-
tuation midline) and astute 
use of enjambment, when a 
line carries on into the next 
without punctuation. The 
syntax is fascinating, the 
first eleven lines a single 
sentence, so only one defi-
nite stop for the reader. Two 
'clear' lines, the first and last 
are without pause.

Analysis of 
Ozymandias

Shelley's sonnet is a bit 
of a twist on the tradition-

al form. It does have 14 
lines and is mostly iambic 
pentameter, but the rhyme 
scheme is different, being 
ababacdcedefef which re-
flects an unorthodox ap-
proach to the subject.

It's not a Shakespearean 
sonnet, nor is it a Petrarchan 
- the poet made certain of its 
individuality by choosing not 
to introduce a 'turn' after the 
second quatrain. Instead, 
there is a simple shift of em-
phasis, the narrator sharing 
the words on the pedestal 
that are in effect, the words 
of the fallen leader.

Is this Shelley yet again 
breaking with tradition, defy-
ing the establishment?

Literary devices in 
Ozymandias

The occasional use of al-
literation reinforces certain 
words, helping the reader to 
focus:

legs of stone/Stand (lines 
2-3)

sneer of cold command, 
(line 5)

boundless and bare (line 
13)

The lone and level sands 

stretch (line 14)
The full rhymes and slant 

rhymes of the short vowel a 
are also an important factor 
in the overall sound of this 
sonnet. Take a note of their 
prevalence:

antique/land/vast/stand/
sand/shattered/command/
passions/stamped/hand/
and/Ozymandias/sands.

What this does is produce 
a harsh almost cutting edge 
to some lines which is offset 
by the regular use of punc-
tuation, causing the read-
er to pause. For example, in 
lines 3-5:

Stand in the desert...Near 
them, on the sand,

Half sunk, a shattered vis-
age lies, whose frown,

And wrinkled lip, and 
sneer of cold command,

So, whilst the regular 
rhythm persists, the paus-
es, punctuation and enjamb-
ment help vary the pace and 
bring interest for the reader 
and listener. The mysterious 
ending adds to the atmos-
phere - all that history, the 
works, the dreams of a peo-
ple, the fall of a once great 
empire.

Continued from page 38

Thoughts of the infinite 
have mesmerized and con-
founded human beings 
through the millennia. The 
concept of infinity remains 
a controversial and para-
doxical topic today, galva-
nizing international confer-
ences and heated scholarly 
disputes. In his book Proba-
ble Impossibilities: Musings 
on Beginnings and Endings, 
Alan Lightman explores 
the history of the concept 

of infinity and how it's been 
contemplated by thinkers 
across various disciplines. 

The Man Who Knows 
Infinity

In Jorge Luis Borges’s 
story The Book of Sand, a 
mysterious stranger knocks 
on the door of the narrator 
and offers to sell him a Bible 
he came by in a small village 
in India. The book shows the 

wear of many hands. The 
stranger says that the illiter-
ate peasant who gave him 
the book called it the Book 
of Sand, “because neither 
sand nor this book has a be-
ginning or an end.” Open-
ing the volume, the narra-
tor finds that its pages are 
rumpled and badly set, with 
an unpredictable Arabic nu-
meral in the upper corner 
of each page. The stranger 
suggests that the narrator 
try to find the first page. It is 
impossible.

No matter how close to the 
beginning he explores, sev-
eral pages always remain 
between the cover and his 
hand. “It was as though they 
grew from the very book.” 
The stranger then asks the 
narrator to find the end of 
the book. Again, he fails. “It 
can’t be,” says the narrator. 
“It can’t be, but it is,” says 
the Bible peddler. “The num-
ber of pages in this book is 
literally infinite. No page is 

the first page; no page is the 
last.” The stranger pauses 
and reflects. “If space is in-
finite, we are anywhere, at 
any point in space. If time is 
infinite, we are at any point 
in time.” (Note to the obser-
vant reader: We cannot be 
at any point in time. Life can 
exist only during a relative-
ly short period of cosmic his-
tory, as discussed in the last 
chapter.)

Thoughts of the infinite 
have mesmerized and con-
founded human beings 
through the millennia. For 
mathematicians, infinity is 
an intellectual playground, 
where an endless string of 
fractions can add up to 1. 
For astronomers, the ques-
tion is whether outer space 
goes on and on and on and 
on ad infinitum. And if it 
does, as cosmologists now 
believe, unsettling conse-
quences abound. For one, 
there should be an infinite 
number of copies of each of 
us somewhere out there in 
the cosmos. Because even 
a situation of minuscule 
probability—like the crea-
tion of a particular individu-
al’s exact arrangement of at-
oms—when multiplied by an 
infinite number of trials, re-
peats itself an infinite num-
ber of times. Infinity multi-
plied by any number (except 
0) equals infinity.

Measurements of infini-

ty are impossible, or at least 
impossible according to 
the usual notions of size. If 
you cut infinity in half, each 
half is still infinite. If a wea-
ry traveler arrives at a ful-
ly occupied hotel of infinite 
size, no problem. You sim-
ply move the guest in room 
1 into room 2, the guest in 
room 2 into room 3, and so 
on ad infinitum. In the pro-
cess, you’ve accommodat-
ed all of the previous guests 
and freed up room 1 for the 
new arrival. There’s always 
room at the infinity hotel. 
We can play games with in-
finity, but we cannot visual-
ize infinity. By contrast, we 
can visualize flying hors-
es. We’ve seen horses, and 
we’ve seen birds, so we can 
mentally implant wings on a 
horse and send it aloft. Not 
so with infinity. The unvisu-
alizability of infinity is part of 
its mystique.

The first recorded con-
ception of infinity seems to 
have occurred around 600 
BC and is attributed to the 
Greek philosopher Anaxi-
mander, who used the word 
apeiron, meaning “unbound-
ed” or “limitless.” For Anax-
imander, the Earth and the 
heavens and all material 
things were caused by the 
infinite, although infinity it-
self was not a material sub-
stance. Other ancient Greek 
philosophers held that infini-

ty was a negative, even an 
evil, because the inability to 
measure a thing was con-
sidered a shortcoming of the 
thing—with the exception of 
the infinite and immeasur-
able One. About the same 
time as Anaximander, the 
Chinese employed the word 
wuji, meaning “boundless,” 
and wuqiong, meaning 
“endless,” and believed that 
the infinite was very close to 
nothingness. (An interesting 
perspective on Pascal’s ide-
as, discussed in “Between 
Nothingness and Infinity.”) In 
Chinese thought, being and 
nonbeing, like yin and yang, 
are in harmony with each 
other—thus the kinship of 
infinity and nothingness.

A few centuries later, Ar-
istotle argued that infini-
ty does not actually exist. 
He conceded something 
he called potential infini-
ty, such as the whole num-
bers. For any number, you 
can always create a bigger 
number by adding one to 
it. This process can contin-
ue as long as your stamina 
holds out, but you can nev-
er get to infinity. Indeed, one 
of the many intriguing prop-
erties of infinity is that you 
can’t get there from here. In-
finity is not simply more and 
more of the finite. It seems 
to be of a completely differ-

Why the paradoxes Why the paradoxes 
of infinity still puzzle of infinity still puzzle 
us todayus today
An excerpt from ‘Probable Impossibilities: Musings on Beginnings and Endings’, written by Alan 
Lightman and published by Vintage Books.

Continued on page 42

Since at least 600 BC, people have been mesmerized by the concept of the 
infinite.
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Email: losabrigosauctionroom@hotmail.com 
Facebook: Las Chafiras Second Hand Tenerife
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We Buy Your Furniture For Cash!
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PRE-OWNED FURNITURE

BUSINESS FOR SALE!
€90,000. TRADING FOR 7 YEARS.

CALL +34 649 574 851
FOR DETAILS

BRAND NEW SUPER COMFORT MATTRESSES, BED BASES, AND 
STORAGE BEDS FOR SALE - ALL SIZES!
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ent nature, although pieces 
of it may appear finite, like 
large numbers, or like large 
volumes of space. Infinity 
is a thing unto itself. All we 
see and experience has lim-
its, boundaries, tangibilities. 
Not so with infinity. For sim-
ilar reasons, St. Augustine, 
Spinoza, and other theologi-

cal thinkers have associated 
infinity with God: the unlim-
ited power of God, the un-
limited knowledge of God, 
the unboundedness of God. 
“God is everywhere, and in 
all things, inasmuch as He is 
boundless and infinite,” said 
St. Thomas Aquinas.

Beyond the religious 
sphere of the immaterial 
world, physicists believe that 

there may be infinite things 
in the material world as well. 
But this belief can never be 
proven. You can’t get there 
from here. Most of us have 
our first glimmerings of in-
finity as children, when we 
look up at the night sky for 
the first time. Or when we go 
to sea, out of sight of land, 
and gaze upon the ocean 
extending on and on un-

til it meets the horizon. But 
these are only glimmerings, 
like counting to a few thou-
sand in Aristotle’s potential 
infinity. We’re overwhelmed. 
But we haven’t come close.

The concept of infinity re-
mains a controversial and 
paradoxical topic today, gal-
vanizing international con-
ferences and heated schol-
arly disputes. Can physical 

forces ever be infinite in 
strength? Can physical 
space extend beyond galaxy 
after galaxy without limit? Is 
there an infinity between the 
infinity of the whole numbers 
and the infinity of all num-
bers? In May 2013, a panel 
of scientists and mathemati-
cians gathered in New York 
City to discuss the profound 
conundrums surrounding in-

finity. William Hugh Woodin, 
a mathematician at the Uni-
versity of California, Berke-
ley, put it this way: “It’s kind 
of like mathematics lives on 
a stable island—we’ve built 
a solid foundation. Then, 
there’s the wild land out 
there. That’s infinity.”

Continued from page 40

The race pits man 
against horse 

over a 22.5-mile 
course in Llanwrtyd 
Wells, Powys.

The winner of the gru-
elling Man v Horse race 
has revealed he had been 
awake for 29 hours before 
the event after flying from 

Tenerife to claim victory.
Trail runner Ricky Light-

foot became only the third 
person to win the race since 
it started in 1980. He told the 
BBC he had woken at 06:00 
BST on Friday before catch-
ing a flight to Manchester at 
midnight. Landing at 04:00 
he travelled to Wales, ar-
riving at Llanwrtyd Wells, 
Powys, at 09:00 for the race 

start at 11:00. Crossing the 
line, the 6ft 4in (1.93m) ath-
lete had no idea whether he 
had won as the people and 
animals take slightly differ-
ent routes.

Can a human run faster 
than a horse?

After asking around, he 
discovered he had come 
out on top against 1,000 
runners and 50 horses with 

a time of 2:22:23. He took 
home £3,500 after beating 
the first horse by more than 
two minutes on the 22.5-
mile (36km) course. The 
37-year-old Cumbrian said 
winning was "pretty good, 
like".

"It's great to win the event 
and beat the horse," he said. 
"I called my partner and 
said: 'I beat the horse'. And 
she said: 'You're joking?'. 
"And I said: 'No, I did.' She 
was like, 'oh my God!'"

The firefighter said he 
had been quietly confident. 
"I thought I could give the 
horse a good race," he ex-
plained.

Since his win, he has 
been asked if he will en-
ter the Grand National next. 
"It would be great if I could 
win the Grand National," he 
said.

"I've never rid-
den a horse in my 
life. I once rode a 
donkey at Black-

pool Pleasure 
Beach though."

After winning, the father 
of two then made his way 
home to Maryport, in Cum-
bria, as he had to be back 
in work at 07:30 on Sunday. 
Race director Mike Thom-
as said Mr Lightfoot, a mem-
ber of Cumbria running club 

Ellenborough AC, beat the 
horses "quite comfortably" 
on Saturday.

The last time a human 
beat a horse in the race was 
in 2007, and the first time 
was in 2004.

The race, which returned 
after two years due to the 

pandemic, began on tarmac 
but took in forest tracks and 
open moorland.

The jackpot prize for a 
runner who beats the first 
horse and rider starts at 
£500 and increases by £500 
each year the event takes 
place until it is won.

Man v horse: Powys Man v horse: Powys 
race won by runner race won by runner 
Ricky LightfootRicky Lightfoot
By James McCarthy, BBC News

Since at least 600 BC, people have been mesmerized by the concept of the 
infinite.

Almost there... Ricky Lightfoot on the way to victory

Ricky Lightfoot, pictured left, with boss and coach Dean Pepper, was back at 
work as a firefighter on Sunday

the-tpg.com  

Find 1000s
more properties on:
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Following the success-
ful treatment of 230 line-
ar meters of rising damp 
in the walls of their factory 
(restored in 2013), Kendel 
Developments S.L. were 
delighted to receive an ad-
ditional order from Arehu-
cas Rum to treat a further 
250 linear meters of walls 
on another section of the 
firm’s old buildings due to 

be restored shortly.
Damp in properties has 

long been a scourge of the 
construction industry in the 
Canary Islands – due in 
no small part to construc-
tors’ poor building practic-
es. When the Savills came 
to Tenerife in 1985, they 
weren’t sure what to focus 
on, but Derek Savill quick-
ly decided to use his many 
years in construction in the 

UK to specialise in Damp 
Proofing, Stair Lifts, Wheel-
chair Lifts and Small Home 
lifts where experienced 
firms were noticeably hard 
to find.

Damp Proofing

After several years of 
carrying out tests with var-
ious products from the UK 
Derek (Dell) discovered 
that the only guaranteed 

solution to Rising Damp in 
Canarian Type Construc-
tions was the Electro Os-
motic System coupled with 
the use of quality bond-
ing and rendering mortars 
(all products produced by 
the Wykamol Group in the 
U.K,). Kendel have been 
sole importers and install-
ers of Wykamol Products 
since 1995 throughout the 
Archipelago.

KENDEL	DEVELOPMENTS	S.L.
Providers	of	Guaranteed*	Damp	Solutions	throughout	the	Canary	Islands	since	1985

‘Kendel receive further MAJOR Order from 
Arehucas Rum factory on Gran Canaria.’

Rising damp occurs when unprotected,
porous materials (blocks, bricks, stone,
wood etc) are in contact with damp earth:

• The result is unsightly and causes damage to decoration, manifesting itself 
in large patches of white, snowy flakes (see picture), which need constant 
removal, re-painting and eventual re-patching

• It can be a health hazard due to the increase in fungi and mould growth 
spores

• It often leads to timber decay or discoloration, particularly with unprotected 
timbers

• It causes damage to plaster and rendering
• It affects ALL unprotected walls, whether internal or external

LIFTS AND STAIR LIFTS
(INDOOR OR OUTDOOR)

We have a solution for all mobility 
problems!
• Chairs and platforms for all types of stairs!
• Savills are the only Company providing stair lifts prepared for outdoors 

on curved stairs
• Ours are the best prices on the market!
• Call us NOW for more information, or to arrange a FREE consultation

So, what can be done to cure the problem (as the insertion of a Damp
Proof Course is virtually impossible in a typical Canarian construction)?
Contact us NOW to discuss your options, without obligation. All our
work carries a 20 year Guarantee!

DAMP PROOFING

Telephone:		922	815	054					Mobiles:	630	330	251	/	647	955	163			
www.salvaescaleraskendel.com							kendelcanarias@hotmail.com
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Some Tenerife Prop-
erty Guide readers and 
advertisers will have 
heard of the One Stop 
Problem Shop which 
has been operating for 
many years. The owner 
has recently retired and 
Emma Swain and her 
team have now taken 
over the business.

The One Stop Prob-
lem Shop offers all 
sorts of assistance to 
Non-Spanish-speak-
ers (and sometimes to 
those who do too!) in-
cluding obtaining NIE 
Numbers, Certificates 
of Empadronamien-

to, TIE Card exchanges 
from old style green res-
idencias for UK passport 
holders, and the Green 
Residencia for hold-
ers of an EU passport. 
Plus changing over util-
ity bills  on new property 
purchases, assistance 
at social security offices, 
Hacienda, Town Halls, 
assistance with obtain-
ing Wills at the Notary, 
registering with the doc-
tors and much, much 
more. We can also do 
translations and arrange 
official translations when 
required. We also do all 
car or driving-related pa-

perwork. 
Our offices are with-

in Motorworld (our sister 
company) in Las Cha-
firas. 

For more informa-
tion you can check out 
our website www.the-
onestopproblemshop.
com, follow us on Face-
book, or contact us 
via email - info@the-

onestopproblemshop.
com or by WhatsApp on 
659 719 695. 

Office Hours are: 
9.00am – 5.00pm Mon-
day to Friday.

We look forward to 
welcoming new custom-
ers and meeting those 
that are already clients 
of The One Stop Prob-
lem Shop.

The One Stop The One Stop 
Problem ShopProblem Shop

Call us on
922 736 728

quoting: TPG

W: act-tenerife.com  Mon/Fri: 9AM - 5PM

Top quality TV programmes/series from 
around the world
Excellent local support (English and Spanish +)

WAT C H  L I V E  U K  T V  N O W

...looking after your Digital World!

APP for mobileand laptopNOW AVAILABLE!

Great OFFERS on Fast Internet connection 
(English and Spanish +)
Great Mobile Phone deals (agents of Lobster 
Mobile)

Spanish and English Lawyers

Conveyancing •  Inheritance & Wills
Family Law •  Criminal Law

Civil Litigation & Personal Injury
Timeshare •  Tax & Commercial law

T:  922 719 520    
E:  tenerife@decottalaw.net

C. C. Terranova,  Av. de España s/n, Locales 312 y 313

www.decottalaw.com
38660 San Eugenio Costa Adeje . Tenerife
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As we approach 
this celebra-

tion of serving our 
customers and sur-
viving what our fine 
Tenerife weath-
er and various eco-
nomic recessions 
have thrown at us 
over the years, we 
are still smiling and 
going strong!

Part of our celebrations 
include us undertaking a 
review of our business 
which you will see be-
ing implemented over the 
next few months with new 
signs, new computers, 
upgraded software and - 
most important of all - 
to better serve our exist-

ing and new clients, with 
a new office in Armeñime 
(see pic) (Opening Hours: 
Monday – Friday 8:30am 
– 1.00pm, Tel: 922 735 
321.

 So, if you live in Ade-
je, Callao Salvaje, Pla-
ya Paraiso and the sur-
rounding area, we look 
forward to seeing you in 
our new office to discuss 
all your insurance re-
quirements. As exclusive 
Expat Agents for Liberty 
Seguros and DKV, we are 
able to provide insurance 
for your Cars, Houses, 
Bars/Restaurants, Pets, 
Communities and any 
Public Liability require-
ments - as well as Health, 
Accidents and Life Pol-
icies. In addition we can 
quickly organise Internet 
(from €27 per month) and 
TV packages (from €70 

per year), switch your 
electricity provider and 
are also a registered Lob-
ster Mobile SIM provider 
(which can be activated 
immediately).

Please take a look at 
our website www.tener-
ifeinsurance.biz, which 
has full details of all the 
above products and ser-
vices or - better still - pop 
into either our Main Of-
fice in Las Chafiras (Tel: 
922 735 672) or our new 
office in Armeñime (Tel: 
922 735 321) to discuss 
your requirements.

Tenerife Insurance ServicesTenerife Insurance Services
21 Years of Service21 Years of Service

tenerifeinsurance.biztenerifeinsurance.biz

Adeje Farmers Market

Saturday/Sunday: 8.00am – 2.00pm
Wednesday: 3.00pm – 7.00pm 

Calle Archajara
Adeje
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE 
CERTIFICATES IN SPAIN

AUGUST 2022 UPDATE
Entering August it can be 
seen that, since June 2013, 
the total number of Energy 
Performance Certificates 
carried out in the Canaries 
stands at 293,463 with 
2,427 registered in July. 
This total is less than for 
each of the months of 
May and June but almost 
exactly the same as for July 
of 2021, which suggests 
that the property market 
is still strong with demand 
for properties to buy and 
rent outstripping supply. 

This of course groups 
both residential and 
commercial properties 
and those for sale as well 
as for rent in all of the 
Islands which together 
form the Canaries.
 For those readers not 
aware of EPC’s, they were 
introduced in Spain and 
its dependencies by Royal 
Decree on 5th April 2013, 
which required that, from 
1st June 2013, an EPC must 
be obtained by the owner 
whenever a domestic or 

commercial property is Built, 
Sold or Rented.

Selling your property

From 1st July 2013 property 
owners are required by law to  
present an Energy 
Performance Certi-ficate 
when a property is 
placed on the market and  
prior to any advertising. 
When the property  
is sold, the Notary  
will need to see the EPC, 
termed the Certificado de 

Eficiencia Energética in 
Spain.

Renting your property

Either you or your agent, 
must obtain an EPC. An 
agent will not be legally 
allowed to offer or 
advertise your property for 
long term letting without 
one. Where a property has 
already been let prior to 
1st July 2013, no EPC is 
required until one tenant 
leaves and the property 
is offered for long term 
rental again. If your 
property was built after 
2007 you should already 
have an EPC provided by 
the seller. If you only rent 
your property out on a 
short term basis, for less 
than 4 months of each 
year, you may not need to 
have an EPC. If you are the 
tenant your landlord or 
the letting agent should 
be able to show you the 
EPC for your property.

The EPC contains:

Information about a 
property’s energy use 
and typical energy costs, 

and ecommendations  
as to how you may  be 
able to reduce energy use 
and save money.
 An EPC allocates an 
Energy Efficiency Rating, 
ranging from ‘A’ (most 
efficient) to ‘G’ (least 
efficient). The Certificate, 
registered with the 
Canarian Government is 
valid for 10 years.

How to arrange an EPC:

If you are selling or renting 
out property, you will need 
to engage an Accredited 

Assessor, who will visit  
your property to inspect 
and then produce and 
register your properties 
Energy Performance 
Certificate.
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DOG OF THE MONTH

Contact Rachel on 629 031 273 or cpa.tierrablanca@tragsa.es for more information

Hi!  I am Juaguei, a 
young and active boy, and 
sad to say that I have been 
locked in the Centre since 
2017, basically since I was 
a puppy.  I would so love to 
live with a family as I am 
the perfect family dog.  I 
love to play; love walks and 
just hate being locked up 
24 hours a day. I am great 
and super-friendly with 
other dogs so I could easily 
fit into a home that already 
has a dog.  It would really 
change my life if I had 
regular walks and some 
people who care about me.  
Could YOU please be the 
ones to change my future?  

The Centro de 
Proteccion Animal de 
Tierra  Blanca is  located  
off  Junction  15  of  the  
TF-1  by  the  restaurant  
Los  Chasneros,  just  
200  metres  above  the 
TF-1. They don’t  ask  for  
adoption  fees,  only  a  
donation  of  food  and 
some photos  to  let  them  
know  how  your  new  pet  
is  getting  on  in  his/her  
new  home.

JUAGUEIJUAGUEI

If you have any 
questions, or wish 
to arrange for 
me, Philip Wright, 
to carry out your 
energy Performance 
Certificate please 
call me on 667 757 
323.

10K+ books available.
Buy 2  books, get one FREE!

Find us at Calle 
Luciano Bello 

Alfonso No 5 in Las 
Chafiras (behind Pit 

Team Sur)

LAS CHAFIRAS
BOOK SHOP
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To the average person, 
an osteopath, a physio-
therapist, and a chiroprac-
tor may seem like more or 
less the same job. All deal 
with musculoskeletal pain, 
require a university degree, 
and certification from an 
accredited course.

While they may seem 
similar at a glance, the 
three professions take very 
different approaches to 
health, so it is important to 
understand what sets each 
one apart from the others 
before deciding which of 
these professionals is best 
for you. 

Physiotherapist

Probably the most well-
known of the three job ti-
tles, it is worth starting off 
by drawing a distinction 
between a physiothera-
pist and the similar-but-dis-
tinct title of physical ther-
apist. While both can be 

legitimate careers, it is im-
portant to know that only 
physiotherapists require 
a university degree, while 
physical therapists receive 
a narrower range of train-
ing over a shorter period of 
time. 

In comparison to oste-
opaths and chiropractors, 
one of the primary distinc-
tions of physiotherapy is its 
use of an all-encompass-
ing approach that looks 
beyond the purely physi-
cal elements of an issue, 
also taking both psycho-
logical and social factors 
into account when treating 
patients. This means that 
if a patient were to pres-
ent themselves to a phys-
iotherapist complaining of 
back pain, rather than sim-
ply identifying the problem 
area and treating the symp-
toms, a physiotherapist will 
attempt to identify why the 
problem manifested in the 

first place, and prevent it 
from recurring in the fu-
ture. This means looking at 
the physical side of things, 
such as posture and move-
ment patterns, as well as 
psychological aspects such 
as stress or anxiety, and 
social factors such as work 
habits and hobbies. 

Chiropractor 

Of the three job titles, 
chiropractors are definite-
ly the most commonly as-
sociated with back prob-
lems, although some claim 
it can help with issues such 
as asthma or sexual dys-
function. But at the same 
time, chiropractors are also 
among the most contro-
versial in medical circles. 
The main feature of chiro-
practic treatment that sets 
it apart from physiotherapy 
and osteopathy is its focus 
on manipulation, which is 
when joints are pushed and 

pulled to their farthest pos-
sible range of motion. The 
belief is that physical pain 
can be resolved by getting 
a chiropractor to manually 
put everything “back in the 
right place”. 

Chiropractors are some-
what controversial for a 
number of reasons. Firstly, 
their techniques are seen 
as unnecessarily risky, with 
chiropractors having some 
of the highest instances of 
adverse patient reactions. 
They are also looked down 
upon from a scientific per-

spective, with one of their 
main theories having no 
evidence to even support 
its existence. “Chiropractic 
subluxation” is claimed to 
cause organ problems by 
disrupting the nerves along 
the spine, but this has nev-
er been shown to actual-
ly exist, meaning their at-
tempts to treat it for both 
back pain and organ prob-

lems is viewed by many 
as not only ineffective, but 
meaningless and irrespon-
sible. 

Osteopath 

Osteopaths are quite 
similar to chiropractors in 
that they also place a lot of 
importance on manual ma-
nipulation, although they 
tend to be a lot more gen-
tle. The prevailing theory of 
osteopathy is that the body 
is at its best when all of its 
tissues are moving how 
they are supposed to. Os-

teopaths therefore assess 
a patient’s health by feeling 
their tissues, and attempt-
ing to stimulate movement 
where they believe it is 
lacking. 

As osteopathic manipula-
tion is so much more gentle 
than chiropractic manipula-
tion. Many see it as harm-
less, or even beneficial 
when combined with oth-

er medical treatment. How-
ever, some studies have 
shown osteopathy to be 
ineffective in achieving its 
claims, while others show 
evidence to support it. The 
general consensus is that 
while osteopathy may have 
science to back up some of 
its claims, other claims are 
simply not true, and further 
research is needed to sep-
arate fact from fiction. 

Although these jobs may 
seem similar, and usual-
ly have similar goals, it is 
clear to see that there is a 
distinct difference between 
physiotherapists, chiro-
practors, and osteopaths. 
To the average person, 
these titles may appear in-
terchangeable, but many 
people will make a differ-
ent choice when presented 
with the facts. 

While there is a clear 
frontrunner from a scientific 
perspective, the key takea-
way here should not be to 
learn the technical differ-
ence between these roles, 
but to realise the impor-
tance of researching med-
ical professionals before 
seeing them. Only then can 
you make a truly informed 
decision.

What’s the difference 
between a Physiotherapist, 
a Chiropractor and an 
Osteopath?

The Tenerife Property & Business Guide 

Tel: +34 609 714 276
george.thetpg@gmail.com
www.thetenerifepropertyguide.com

ADVERTISE WITH US AND BUILD YOUR BUSINESS!
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Investments • Pensions
Savings • QROPs

 Speak to us about:

Advice based on 
integrity, trust & experience.

www.ss-ifa.com

+353 (1) 2343171 (International Head Office, Dublin)

+44 (0) 1446 704420 (UK Office)

info@ss-ifa.com

Sebastian & St James International Financial Advisers Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland

+34 711 002 135 (Local Consultant)

+34 711 001 011 (Local Consultant)
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Your requests! Our Solutions! Without Surprises!

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING
IN TENERIFE

Tenerife Surprise is THE website to get to know the island, whether you want to come 
for a holiday, or move here permanently, Tenerife Surprise researches, describes and 

promotes the best professionals on the island to provide solutions for ALL your requests! 

Tenerife Surprise is a marketing 
and advertising company, working 
online, providing services for any 
type of businesses in Tenerife. We 
are ready to help you anytime! Calle Londres, Local LF-19,

FANABE, 38679, Adeje, Tenerife

Tenerife Surprise
tenerifesurprise

642 796 365/88
tenerifesurprise1@gmail.comwww.tenerifesurprise.com

Long Term Rentals
Llano del Camello, Townhouse

€950
4 bed · Beautiful townhouse on 
popular complex in Llano del 
Camello, close to Chafiras shops 
and motorway access. 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, toilet, 
separate kitchen, living/dining 
room with large terrace, roof 
terrace, 2 parking spaces and 
storage room in community 
garage. Community with pool. 
Bills extra. Long term rental only. 
2 months deposit required.
Ref: KV0234 | Tenerife Alizes 
Properties | 922 738653 / 626 
274040
 

Golf del Sur, House
€850

2 bed · *Available from 21st of 
August*Two bed, two bath 
apartment with front terrace, rear 
garden and upstairs terrace on 
popular complex. Price includes 
water and electricity bills.
Ref: 1631 | Homes & Away | 922 
737 044
 

Amarilla Golf, Apartment
€775

1 bed · Beautifully appointed, 
spacious one bed garden 
apartment with two terraces in 
quiet location, near the Golf 
course. Wi-Fi access included. 
Water and electricity bills 
included up to 50€ per month.
Ref: 2083 | Homes & Away | 922 
737 044

 

Golf del Sur, Apartment
€750

1 bed · *Available from 25th 
November*Nicely presented, one 
bed apartment on popular 
complex with heated swimming-
pool. Wi-Fi included. Water and 
electrictiy on top.
Ref: 1961 | Homes & Away | 922 
737 044
 

Amarilla Golf, Apartment
€750

1 bed · Ground floor one bed, 
one bath apartment in stunning 
location with Marina and ocean 
views. Utilities included.
Ref: 2009 | Homes & Away | 922 
737 044

 

Golf del Sur, Apartment
€700

Lovely, modern and bright one 
bed apartment, in residential 
complex with heated pool, lift and 
Wifi access. Situated on the 6th 
floor, the apartment has a large 
terrace with side views to the 
sea. 1 double bedroom with built-
in wardrobe, one bathroom, living 
room with American kitchen, fully 
equipped and furnished. No pets. 
Bills extra. Available Sept to ... 
For full information see website 
or contact:
Ref: KV0176 | Tenerife Alizes 
Properties | 922 738653 / 626 
274040
 

San Isidro, Apartment
€530

2 bed · Spacious 2 Bed 
Apartment, on residential building 
in San Isidro. 2nd floor with lift, 
underground parking space incl. 
The apartment has 2 bathrooms, 
separate kitchen, large living 
room, and double bedroom with 
small balcony. Built-in wardrobe, 
fully equipped and furnished. 
Close to shops and transports, 
quiet position. Bills extra.
Ref: KV0174 | Tenerife Alizes 
Properties | 922 738653 / 626 
274040
 

Los Abrigos, Apartment
€500

In central position, in the village 

of Los Abrigos, close to major 
amenities and a few minutes walk 
to the sea, this one bed apartment 
is furnished and consists of 1 
double bedroom, bathroom, living 
with American kitchen, and a 
small balcony. Includes garage 
space. Pets not allowed. Bills 
extra. Available begin of May.
Ref: KV0212 | Tenerife Alizes 
Properties | 922 738653 / 626 
274040
 

Los Abrigos, Garage
€60

Large Garage space on road 
level, Place a garaje, Edif 
Tajinaste C/Ballena, Los Abrigos
Ref: LAPR1108 | Los Abrigos 
Properties | 922 170021

the-tpg.com  

Find 1000s
more properties on:
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Business Section
€349,999 - €250,000

 

Puerto Colon, Restaurant
€320,000

This large international restaurant 
is offered for sale freehold! 
Occupying one of the best 
positions in Puerto Colon with 
fabulous views over the La Pinta 
beach this restaurant is 
undoubtedly a popular choice for 
the thousands of tourists visiting 
the area daily. The business has 
been established for more than 15 
years and known for its delicious 
roas... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 1419 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Freehold Pub
€320,000

FRINA Tenerife is happy to offer 
this long-established and very 
popular Freehold Pub for Sale in 
Los Cristianos. This business had 
the same owner for many years 
and is known for its lovely 
atmosphere and food, so no doubt 
you will have guests from day 1. 
Note the owners wish to keep the 
sale very discreet, hence we can 
only provide limited details here... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2422 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Vilaflor, Excursion Business
€320,000

New on the market is this Tenerife 
Buggy Excursion that offers safaris 
to Teide National Park and around 
a Finca in the mountains. Every 
buggy excursion is about 3 hours. 
Due to the weather and nature of 
Tenerife, this is a very popular 
attraction that runs year-round. 
Included In The Business The 
business includes 6 Arctic Cat 
buggies from 2016 wi... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2030 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Tenerife South, Bar supply
€299,000

FRINA Tenerife offers this very 
reputable Bar Supply Company for 
Sale. This business has been 
established for more than 20 years 
and delivers soft drinks and alcohol 
to bars and restaurants in Tenerife. 
You will get a proven profitable 
company with many clients and a 
good reputation. The premises are 
350m2 of storage with an office 
space and easy pa... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2481 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Olivos, Empty Local
€280,000

2 bed · 2 bed, 5 bath commercial, 
local for sale.
Ref: IPPDOAL01 | Island Prime 
Property | +34 922 09 69 75
 

Las Eras, Warehouse
€275,000

Freehold warehouse for sale in the 
industrial area of Las Eras in the 
town of Arico in the southeast of 
Tenerife. Arico is conveniently 
situated between the capital of 
Santa Cruz and the busy touristic 
Tenerife South, less than 20 
minutes drive from the Tenerife 
South airport. The warehouse sits 
on a 398 m2 of land and measures 
347 m2 with 8 m high ... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 1733 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Torviscas Bajo, Supermarket

€275,000
FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
busy supermarket in Torviscas 
Bajo. It has been running for 2 
years and has a good reputation. 
The customer profile is both 
tourists and locals. The location 
secures a lot of footfall and there is 
not a lot of direct competition in the 
area. The supermarket is spacious 
100m2 and well-equipped.
Ref: 2320 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Puerto Colon, Excursion 
Business

€250,000
FRINA Tenerife is excited to offer 
this Unique Diving Business for 
Sale in Puerto Colon. If you dream 
about a great water sport business 
on the island of external spring, 
you cannot miss this! It has been 
established for many years and 
has no direct competition. The 
diving experience is offered on 
underwater scooters making it 
possible for everyone to par... For 
full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2409 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Costa Adeje, Dive school
€250,000

If you are looking for a successful 
excursion business in Tenerife, 
you cannot miss this Diving School 
for Sale. This school offers 
internships, diving licenses, 
instructor licenses, and diving & 
snorkeling excursions all over 
Tenerife.  And every year since 
2015 they earned the TripAdvisor 
Certificate of Excellence! The 
business has been established ... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2358 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Playa Paraiso, Fully Equipped 
Local

€250,000
If you are looking for a well-
established and easy-to-run 
business, you cannot miss this 
store for sale in a busy complex of 
Playa Paraiso. This store sells 
everyday products like snacks, 
drinks and sun lotion but also toys 
and quality suitcases and bags of 
brands like Valentino and Guess. 
The business shows a healthy 
income and especially the profit on 
b... For full information see website 
or contact:
Ref: 2237 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

San Eugenio Bajo, Bar/Cafe
€250,000

FRINA Tenerife offers this famous 
Tenerife café for sale. The café is 
in San Eugenio and is known for its 
international menu and live music. 
It has been open for years and has 
a good reputation among residents, 
tourists, and on social media. And 
whether you are looking for an 
investment or a well-established 
business to run yourself, you 
cannot miss th... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2505 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Playa San Juan, Restaurant
€250,000

This modern Restaurant for Sale in 
Playa San Juan is located centrally 
on the main street. It is known for 
its international menu offering 
brunch, burgers, and Spanish 
specialties. This business has fast 
become one of the most visited 
restaurants in the area and the 
guests just keep coming back to 

enjoy the menu, lovely style, and 
amazing atmosphere. ... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2504 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Americas, Restaurant
€250,000

FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
Large Front-Line Restaurant in Las 
Americas facing the beach 
promenade which is always busy 
and offers a lovely view. Moreover, 
the restaurant is located on a 
corner, so you have even more 
people passing and a large terrace! 
If you are looking for that amazing 
location to open a large restaurant 
or lounge bar you... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2459 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191 

€249,999 - €150,000

Puerto Colon, Excursion 
Business

€249,000
For sale with FRINA Tenerife is this 
well-established sailboat excursion 
which includes 2 boats. The 
excursion business is located in 
Puerto Colon and the last 4 years 
this business has made 
unforgettable whale & dolphin 
excursion to the many tourists 
visiting Tenerife every year. Puerto 
Colon is without a doubt the 
busiest and most popular touristic 
harb... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2272 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Tenerife South, Distribution & 
Wholesale

€246,000
If you are looking for a unique 
investment you cannot miss this 
service business for sale, which 
offers luggage scales to hotels all 
over Spain. Today the owner 
cooperates with 140 hotels, which 
all use the luggage scales from 
this business. How to run the 
Service Business For SaleThis is 
an easy to run business, where 
you install the scales at the 
hotels... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2125 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Tenerife South, Garage/
workshop

€234,000
FRINA Tenerife offers this garage 
& workshop for sale in Tenerife 
South. It has been established for 
10 years and had a great location 
in an industrial area. And the 
clients are both Spanish- and 
English-speaking residents. 
Premises of the Garage & 
Workshop for Sale This garage & 
workshop is 1,160 m2 and has a 
parking area of 300 m2. The 
premises of... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2176 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Costa del Silencio, Bar/Cafe
€230,000

FRINA Tenerife is now offering this 
Belgian Bar/cafe for sale. Located 
in the Tenbel commercial centre. 
Tenbel is a well-known centre and 
attracts both tourists and residents. 
This bar is well-known with the 
Belgian residents on the island. 
also, this bar offers a wide range of 
Belgian beers. The premises are 
100m2 of interior space with a 
15m2 kitc... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2538 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 

Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Golf del Sur, Commercial 
Property

€220,000
FRINA Tenerife is now offering this 
investment property for sale, in 
Golf del Sur. This property has an 
established business and good 
tenants The premises of this 
freehold is a 66m2 interior and a 
terrace of 40 m2. If you wish to 
know more about this commercial 
property investment contact FRINA 
Tenerife. Para información en 
español llámenos: +34 ... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2523 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

San Isidro, Gymnasium
€220,000

FRINA is happy to offer this Large 
and Modern Gym for Sale in 
Tenerife South. This gym has been 
established for more than 4 years 
and offers 2 fully equipped floors, 
an advanced booking system, 
more than 600 clients and 
professional employees. The 
premises are over 500 m2 
distributed on 2 floors that are fully 
equipped with dumbbells, 
machines, gym roo... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2472 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Golf del Sur, Bistro
€210,000

For sale is this bistro-café in Golf 
del Sur, situated in a resort in the 
best-known golf area of Tenerife. 
The reputation of the business is 
great both by word-of-mouth and 
high TripAdvisor score. Note, the 
sales price also includes the 
freehold, which half of the business 
is located in, hence the low rent 
and higher sales price. Premises 
of the Café in ... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2225 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Torviscas Bajo, Bar/Cafe
€210,000

FRINA Tenerife this Busy Cocktail 
Bar For Sale in Torviscas Bajo, 
which is known as one of the best 
cocktail bars in the area and has 
excellent reviews on TripAdvisor, 
Facebook and other social media. 
It has been established for years 
and you will take over a genuinely 
successful business. Moreover, 
the owner only works limited hours 
hence, this is a g... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2567 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Adeje Town, Bar/Cafe
€200,000

FRINA Tenerife is happy to offer 
this rare opportunity a Cafeteria 

and Lottery for Sale. This is a 
unique business that sells lottery 
tickets, sandwiches, cakes, coffee, 
drinks, and also minimarket 
products. You get 3 businesses in 
1 which secures you a high income 
every day. The premises are very 
spacious and in good condition! All 
materials and machi... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2502 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Golf del Sur, Bistro
€199,950

Freehold cafe/bistro available with 
captive market in exclusive holiday 
complex. All fixtures and fittings 
included.
Ref: 2051 | Homes & Away | 922 
737 044
 

La Caleta, Italian Restaurant
€190,000

A new business for sale is this 
Italian Food & Wine Restaurant in 
La Caleta. The business is known 
for a delicious Italian menu with 
pizzas, fresh shellfish, homemade 
desserts, and quality wines. This 
cozy restaurant is a must-see if 
you are looking for a wine-bar and 
restaurant with an ambitious menu. 
The premises are spacious 150 
m2 with a large a... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2403 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Galletas, Excursion 
Business

€190,000
FRINA Tenerife offers this well-
established water excursion for 
sale that is known for all-inclusive 
whales & dolphins experiences. 
Besides for whale watching the 
trips include open bar, 
refreshments, swimming, 
snorkeling, and a great 
atmosphere. The boat is fully 
licensed for tourist and whale 
excursions and have the yellow 
(blue) flag too. Furthermore, ... For 
full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2246 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Bar/Restaurant
€190,000

FRINA Tenerife now offers this 
Famous and Successful Asian 
Restaurant for Sale. This 
restaurant is located centrally in 
Los Cristianos and is very busy. An 
amazing reputation secures many 
gusts every day and evening both 
new and returning. If you are 
looking for a successful business 
with a good and steady income 
you cannot miss this! The premises 
... For full information see website 
or contact:
Ref: 2542 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191

 

Costa del Silencio, Bar/Cafe
€185,000

FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
freehold bar in Costa del Silencio. 
It has been established for 3 years 
and shows a healthy income. The 
location of the bar is a street with 
good footfall and the customer 
profile is both tourists and locals. It 
is a reputable and well-established 
bar. The menu is international and 
British food. Premises of the 
Freehol... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2325 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

San Eugenio Alto, Restaurant
€182,000

For sale in Tenerife is this profitable 
and well-established restaurant 
and pizzeria in San Eugenio. This 
restaurant offers to the seat for 
about 70 guests inside and on the 
terraces. Before you enter the 
restaurant you pass a small and 
cozy terrace covered by the crown 
of a beautiful tree. Inside the 
restaurant, you find tables and 
benches, and furthe... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 1817 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Bar/Cafe
€180,000

This bar for sale in Tenerife is a 
unique and perfect option for the 
demanding buyer! The current 
owner has designed the bar and 
decorated it to perfection. 
Furthermore, the bar overlooks the 
large a busy Playa Las Vistas that 
offers stunning views and sunsets. 
Premises of the Bar for Sale in 
Tenerife Today the bar has room 
for about 30 guests and m... For 
full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2169 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Supermarket
€179,000

This supermarket in the Los 
Cristianos is a great opportunity, if 
you want to buy an already 
established business. You do not 
need to change anything, but have 
possible development options. 
This supermarket has the butcher 
license and the license to sell fresh 
fish, therefore the new owners will 
have the possibility to expand with 
fresh meat and fish. The... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 1891 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Bar/Cafe
€170,000

FRINA Tenerife now offers this Sea 
View Bar for sale in Los Cristianos, 
it is a unique and perfect option for 
the demanding buyer! You find this 
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This is a fantastic opportunity 
to purchase a well-established 
business. On offer is the lease-
hold on this Exterior Furniture 
and Sunshade shop, situat-
ed in the popular village of Los 
Abrigos, including stock on the 
Showroom floor, supplier con-
tacts and client database. 

The Business, established 7 
years ago, if marketed more ag-
gressively, could be extreme-
ly successful. It would have the 
advantage of being fed clients 
from the Studio4Decor Interi-
or Design and Furniture shop, 

situated across the road which 
has been established on the Is-
land for 20 years with an excel-
lent customer service record. 

There is little competition in 
the vicinity and these premis-
es are in the perfect position - 
close to Golf del Sur and Am-
arilla Golf – with their large 
concentration of residents, not 
to mention that within 10 to 15 
minutes lie Palm Mar, Los Cris-
tianos and Las Americas with 
their huge numbers of interna-
tional residents. There are liter-
ally 1,000´s of potential clients 

nearby and the Studio4Decor 
team are on hand to give all 
the help and guidance any new 
owner could need.

Accounts are available for in-
spection to any serious buyer. 
The Business is profitable and 
the only reason for sale is that 
it is too much for one person to 
run both and there are plans in 
place to grow the Interior De-
sign & Furniture part.  With the 
right person the Exterior Furni-
ture & Sunshade Shop can be 
taken to the next level with fab-
ulous earning potential.

This Business is unique for 3 reasons:

There is nothing else for sale like this on the Island and it is 
situated in a very popular area, with ample parking.

The Studio4Decor team is close by and on hand to give 
support and guidance during a transition period.

The Business has an extensive and attractive product 
range with excellent suppliers from Mainland Spain, with 
transport logistics already in place.

€85,000

WELL-ESTABLISHED EXTERIOR FURNITURE AND
SUNSHADE BUSINESS IN LOS ABRIGOS

FOR 
SALE TENERIFE

PRIME PROPERTY

Contact	+34	922	703	725	for	more	information

100.000 SALE TICKETS/YEAR

1200 BIRTH PARTIES/YEAR

GREAT INVESTMENT - ROI IN 24 MONTHS

NO COMPETITION IN TENERIFE

RECOGNIZED BRAND (OVER 3000 SEARCHS PER MONTH IN GOOGLE)

TAXES ONLY 4% (ZEC ZONE COMPANY)

2500   OF MODERN FACILITIES
2

1500   OF TRAMPOLINE FACILITIES
2

GREAT REPUTATION  (OVER 200 REVIEWS 4,4 RATING)

SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS

ON SALE

CALL NOW: (+34) 685 833 908
paul@canaryjump.es

 Trampoline Park

La Laguna

FOR SALE
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Sea View Bar in San Telmo which 
is busy all year and both days and 
nights. The current owner has 
designed the Sea View Bar and 
decorated it to perfection. 
Furthermore, the bar overlooks the 
large a busy Playa ... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2584 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Bar/Cafe
€169,000

FRINA Tenerife now offers this 
Well-Known British bar Los 
Cristianos. It Is known for its high-
quality food and entertainment. 
The bar is located in a busy area 
that attracts many tourists and 
residents. This bar has been for 
almost 10 years and has a great 
reputation and a high income. So if 
you are looking for a bar in Los 
Cristianos you can't miss this... For 
full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2550 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Palm Mar, Pizzeria
€160,000

FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
successful traspaso pizzeria for 
sale located in Palm Mar. It has 
been established for 7 years and 
has earned a very good reputation 
both locally and on 
TripAdvisor.  The menu is delicious 
Italian pizzas and international 
dishes. This is indeed a very well-
established business showing a 
very good income and the buyer... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2345 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Puerto Colon, Freehold Property
€159,900

FRINA Tenerife Offers this empty 
freehold local in Puerto Colon for 
sale. It is located in the commercial 
centre of Puerto Colon and is a 
very central and busy location, with 

a lot of tourists all year round. 
Thanks to the beaches, excursions 
businesses, and bars in the area. 
This local is bright and spacious 
76m2 freehold local is on the 1st 
floor and... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2521 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

San Eugenio Alto, Excursion 
Business

€155,000
For sale with FRINA Tenerife is this 
well-established buggy business & 
excursion shop in the south of 
Tenerife. The buggy offer trips for 
the whole family from 1,5 hours on 
the South of the island to 4,5 hours 
trips to the mountains and Teide 
National Park. The excursion shop 
sells both buggy excursions and all 
other kinds of excursions in 
Tenerife. In... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2036 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Americas, Bar/Cafe
€150,000

FRINA Tenerife now offers this 
Famous traspaso café in Las 
Americas. And, it is a wonderful 
opportunity, to buy one of the most 
reputable British cafes in Playa 
Las Americas. The owner opened 
this bar over 10 years ago. And 
has grown to be one of the most 
recognized and popular cafes in 
the area. It has a great reputation 
for quality food, delicious cakes... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2533 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191

€149,999 - €100,000

Puerto Colon, Empty Local
€140,000

FRINA Tenerife offers this Freehold 
Office for Sale in Puerto Colon 
Commercial Center. A very central 

and busy location that enjoys lots 
of footfall year-round thanks to the 
many excursions business and 
bars in the area. Also, you are 
close to parking. The office is 
bright and spacious 92 m2. It was 
refurbished in 2019 with new 
electrical installations... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2477 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Pizzeria
€140,000

Now FRINA Tenerife offers this 
Business for Sale in Los Cristianos. 
The business is known for great 
pizzas and being located on a very 
busy street close to the beach and 
with a lot of footfall. Normally this is 
a very busy pizzeria that generates 
a high turnover year-round. 
Contact FRINA Tenerife for more 
details on this. The premises offer 
a large ... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2417 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Golf del Sur, Excursion Business
€139,000

FRINA offers for sale this Tenerife 
Jetski Business, which is located in 
Gold del Sur. Golf del Sur is a 
great location for a jetski business 
since you have plenty of tourists 
year-round however, you have less 
competition and much lower rent 
than in the bigger harbours in 
Tenerife South. The business 
includes 6 new Jetski of the brands 
Seadoo, Yamaha and ... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2307 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Torviscas Bajo, Irish Bar
€139,000

FRINA Tenerife is happy to put on 
the market a Busy Irish Bar for 
Sale Traspaso. This lovely bar is in 
Torviscas Bajo where it is visited 
by tourists of all nationalities. Irish 
bars are always popular and so is 

this, securing the owner and high 
monthly income. Moreover, this 
place has a great reputation, and 
you will earn money from day 1! If 
you are ... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2518 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Bar/Cafe
€129,000

FRINA Tenerife now offers this 
Amazing View Bar for sale in Los 
Cristianos, it is a unique opportunity 
in a prime location. You find this 
bar in Commercial Centre San 
Telmo which is full of tourists and 
locals all year and both days and 
nights. The owner has renovated 
the bar and has made it modern 
and cozy. Furthermore, the bar 
overlooks the beautiful... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2594 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Puerto Colon, Sports Bar
€125,000

FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
Entertainment Sports Bar in Puerto 
Colon. It is in a famous commercial 
centre visited by a lot of tourists 
and many locals. It's live 
Entertainment and great 
atmosphere attract people of 
different nationalities and ages to 
come and enjoy a fun night of 
Karaoke, live music, Sports and 
tasty food. This place always has... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2590 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Playa Paraiso, Supermarket
€125,000

f you are looking for a well-
established and easy-to-run 
business, you cannot miss this 
minimarket store for sale in a busy 
complex of Playa Paraiso. This 
store sells everyday products like 
snacks, drinks and sun lotion but 
also lots of childrens toys. This 
store has two departments, one 
with bags and suitcases, and 
another with everyday products, 
snacks... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2316 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Arona, Property Management
€125,000

FRINA Tenerife now offers this 
Rustic Finca Management in Arona 
in a quiet area with mountain and 
sea view. The business consists of 
renting and maintaining the villa 
and the land with the possibility of 
living inside this beautiful Rustic 
Finca. Important to notice that the 
owner will give the management 
with the same rental conditions 
and for the fir... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2582 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Americas, Bar/Restaurant
€120,000

FRINA Tenerife is happy to offer 
this popular and successful Las 
Americas restaurant for sale. This 
business has been established for 
more than 8 years and is known to 
serve great food for a fair price. 
The menu is a wide range of ever-
popular meals for the whole family 
like pasta, steaks, roast chicken, 
pizzas, and more. And moreover, 
the restaurant h... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2387 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Fanabe, Bar/Cafe
€120,000

New on the market is this classic 
English Tea room, which is known 
for its delicious homemade cakes 
and a classic British tea table. And 
naturally, most clients are British 
residents and tourists. It is a 
smaller café which is perfect for a 
couple and it is great even if you 
have kids since it is only open 
during the daytime. Premises of 
the Tea Roo... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2292 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Costa del Silencio, Commercial 
Property

€109,000
1 bed · This 1 bedroom apartment 
is located on the 1st floor in Palia 
don Pedro, an aparthotel with 
reception, swimming pool (heated 
in the winter!), animation etc. The 
apartment has an american style 
kitchen and is very lunimous with 
direct aceess to the terrace from 
the living room. Parking space in 
the communal parking is included! 
Community fess: 197€ month, ... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 08-0819 | Tenerifehome.
com | 922 783066
 

Puerto Colon, Restaurant
€106,000

FRINA Tenerife presents this 
Modern Restaurant in Puerto 
Colon for Sale in San Eugenio 
Bajo located on a busy street and 
overlooking the sea. This Modern 
Restaurant is fully renovated and 
has a unique decor, it faces 
stunning sunsets and enjoy an 
excellent flow of people, both 
tourists and locals. Premises of the 
Restaurant for Sale  The 
premises... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2593 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Americas, Bar/Cafe
€100,000

FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
long established, very popular bar 
in the middle of Playa de Las 
Americas. For more than 25 years 
this bar has been growing very 
famous in the area. It’s live 
entertainment and great 
atmosphere continues to attract 
people of different nationalities and 
ages to come and enjoy a fun night 
of karaoke, live music, sports an... 
For full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2310 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Tenerife South, Retail Business
€100,000

FRINA Tenerife offers for sale this 
retail business that sell car and 
vehicle parts. The business is 
located in Los Realejos, where it 
serves many locals in the area and 
some British people... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2343 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191

€99,999 - €50,000

Fanabe, Bar/Cafe
€99,500

This well-known British Café for 
Sale in Fañabe is one of the best 
known in the area and has been 
established for many years. It is 
known for classic English 
breakfasts, cakes, Sunday Roasts, 

and much more. Furthermore, the 
café has great reviews among 
residents, tourists, and on social 
media, and no doubt you will 
guests from day one with this 
busines... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2397 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Los Cristianos, Restaurant
€99,000

This is a rare opportunity to buy a 
first-line restaurant in Los 
Cristianos. The restaurant benefits 
from being the first line at the 
beach promenade and at the same 
time just 3 minutes from the always 
popular Los Cristianos market. 
Premises Of The Business For 
Sale The restaurant has a terrace 
of 60 m2 with tables for 50 guests. 
The inside premises are 1... For 
full information see website or 
contact:
Ref: 2098 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Americas, Excursion 
Business

€99,000
For sale with FRINA Tenerife is this 
Quad Excursion Business that 
sells safaris to Teide National Park. 
Every excursion is about 4 hours 
and 100 km - with the weather and 
nature of Tenerife, this is a very 
popular attraction. Included In The 
Business The business includes 
10 quads of the brand TGB 325. 
These quads are known to be 
workhorses built t... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2020 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Galletas, Bar/Cafe
€96,000

New on the market is this long-
established bar-café in Las 
Galletas, which has been open for 
11 years. Today it is still run by the 
owner with help from 2 staff. The 
bar-café is open from 10 mornings 
to late evenings and is well-visited 
during day and night. The owner 
wishes to retire and that is why he 
put this business for sale. Premises 
Of The Busin... For full information 
see website or contact:
Ref: 2092 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
Puerto Colon, Excursion 
Business

€95,000
FRINA Tenerife is happy to offer 
this unique Excursion Business for 
Sale in Tenerife. This business 
offers both Flyboard excursions 
and Crazy UFO excursions. The 
business has been open for more 
than 6 years and runs all year 
round thanks to the great climate 
and warm sea waters here... For full 
information see website or contact:
Ref: 2427 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191
 

Las Galletas, Ice Cream Bar
€89,000

FRINA Tenerife is happy to offer 
this amazing Crepe & Ice Cream 
Café for Sale in Las Galletas. The 
café is located centrally in the city 
and facing a busy area that enjoys 
plenty of footfall and attracts many 
residents and especially families. 
The café is known for ice cream, 
crepes, good coffee, and shakes. 
The premises are in good condition 
and you d... For full information see 
website or contact:
Ref: 2438 | FRINA Tenerife SL - 
Business Sales | 922 085 191

DIRECT FROM OWNER
Popular bar in busy commercial centre

Fantastic opportunity to purchase a bar located in a popular commercial centre. 
The bar has been fully refurbished, had new bathrooms installed, fully rewired, 
new air-conditioning, and new glass washer.

Included are 10 televisions which can show 3 different matches, and 2 WiFi 
routers (one for the TVs, one for customers).
• Seating for 50 outside, 30 inside
• 6 year lease which can be extended
• Alarm system + 3 cameras

• Pool table + cigarette machine
• Community fees: €300p/m
• €150K annual revenue

For more information, or to arrange a viewing, please call:
+34 655 092 580

MASSIVELY REDUCED DOWN TO €65,000 €115,000
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APRILIA SRV 850 2016

KIA SPORTAGE 2013

MINI COOPER D 1.5 YEAR 2015

1991 CADILLAC DEVILLE 4.9 V8

2014 VW GOLF BLUEMOTION 1.6 TDI

1968 AMERICAN WILLYS-JEEP CJ3B

2012 Audi TT Cabrio 1.8TSFI 2014 BMW 220I M SPORT 2.0

2012 AUDI A6 2.0

€7,250

€9,995

€20,900

€10,995

€9,995

€15,995

€18,250 €20,995

€16,495

PETROL PETROL

DIESEL

DIESEL

DIESEL

PETROL PETROL

DIESEL

13,500KM

850cc

MANUAL AUTO MANUAL

MANUALMANUAL SPORTY

35,000KMAUTOMATIC

ITV FEB 2025

M O T O R W O R L DM O T O R W O R L D

CAR SALES CAR SALES || COMPRA-VENTA DE COCHES COMPRA-VENTA DE COCHES
C/ VICTORIANO TOLEDO RODRIGUEZ, 5, C/ VICTORIANO TOLEDO RODRIGUEZ, 5, 

LAS CHAFIRAS, 38629, SAN MIGUEL DE ABONALAS CHAFIRAS, 38629, SAN MIGUEL DE ABONA

FIXED PRICE SERVICING AVAILABLE FIXED PRICE SERVICING AVAILABLE 
Check facebook.com/motorworldtenerifeCheck facebook.com/motorworldtenerife

for details!for details!

922 783 828 629 048 529922 783 828 629 048 529

WWW.MOTORWORLDTENERIFE.COMWWW.MOTORWORLDTENERIFE.COM



Price: 40,000€

FRINA Tenerife

we are here too
English, Spanish, Flemish, Dutch, German, French, Danish

+34 670 63 60 04 +34 922 08 51 91 frina@tenerife-business.com W tenerifebusinessforsale.com

Calle Colon, 1st Floor, local 213, Puerto Colon, 38660 Adeje´ ´

tenerifebusinessforsale.com

Price: 32,500€Ref.: 2571

This is a rare opportunity to get a bargain pool bar in Las 
Americas inside a complex of 200 apartments. This is an 
easy bar to run for 1 person or a couple. The premises 
has a small kitchen, bar and tables for about 25 guests. 

Price: 59,000€Ref.: 2595

This Bar-Restaurant is in Adeje old town, it has been 
established for 5 years and is very popular among the 
residents and families in the area and it has a loyal client 
base. You can have about 60 guests inside and outside.

Price: 170,000€Ref.: 2584

If you are looking for a bigger lounge bar and café that 
is modern and offers the most stunning views in a great 
location, this is your chance! Located in Los Cristianos 
and overlooking Playa las Vistas.

Price: 150,000€Ref.: 2555 Price: 106,000€Ref.: 2593

This is a great opportunity to buy a Freehold Pool Bar. 
It is in a complex in Torviscas that enjoys both tourists 
and residents. The bar is closed today but ready to open 
for serving both drinks, ice cream and food, if you wish. 

If you are looking for a large and modern restaurant with 
sea view this is a great opportunity. It is facing a busy 
street with a lot of footfalls every day and evening. And in 
this location you are guaranteed stunning sunsets all year.

Price: 79,000€Ref.: 2548 

Located in San Eugenio is this lovely cafe that offers a 
large terrace with stunning views, an amazing reputation, 
many regulars and a high turnover. It was recently 
refurbished and can be taken over without any changes. 

Price: 52,500€Ref.: 2539

This café in Los Cristianos is known for delicacy served 
at the place and for selling wines and delicacies for take 
away. It is a long-established and charming café with 
tables for 50 guests and a great reputation. 

Price: 135,000€ Price: 52,000€Ref.: 2225 Ref.: 2577

This popular bistro-café is situated at the entrance of 
a resort in Golf del Sur. The café is closed today since 
owner had to leave, but it is fully equipped and ready to 
open. There is also an option to buy solo the leasehold. 

The Bar has a good reputation and great client base, 
it is operative and easy to take over for 1 person or a 
couple. The bar is modern, 60m2 and has the capacity of 
12 seats inside. The terrace outside can host 20 people. 

If you are looking for an extraordinary place to invest in you 
cannot miss this restaurant in the caves of a large and lovely 
finca including a bodega and wine-cellar. Moreover is a full 
kitchen and terrace. It has a very good reputation and income!

Price: 66,500€ Price: 990,000€Ref.: 2585 Ref.: 2562 Ref.: 2589

This Bistro is located in a busy area of San Eugenio and 
offers stunning views from the terrace. The premises are 
renovated and decorated to perfection. And the bistro 
has great reviews on SoMe and many happy guests. 

This freehold pub is in the centre of Las Americas and 
has been established for years. It is known for showing 
live sports and serving a classic British menu, roasts and 
fish & chips. The premises are spacious 200 m2. 

If you want to run a small salon this is a great opportunity, 
It is located centrally in Los Cristianos and the monthly 
rent is only 500€. Nevertheless, the salon is big enough 
for both a hairdresser and a nail technician and masseuse.

Price: 89,000€Ref.: 2573

This is a genuine successful company that offers Pest 
Control and Cleaning for both commercial and private 
properties. This company has been established for years 
and has hundreds of clients in the south.

Price: 125,000€

Price: 12,500€

Ref.: 2592

This is an amazing restaurant and wine bar in Palm-Mar. 
It is located centrally and attracts a lot of long-term 
tourists and locals. The premise are 100m2 and had a full 
refurbishment and everything is made to the highest quality.

Price: 249,000€Ref.: 2481

This business has been established for more than 20 years 
and delivers soft drinks and alcohol. It is a proven profitable 
company with many clients and a very good reputation. 
Included are 2 vans and a large storage with low rent.

Price: 65,000€Ref.: 2579

The British Bar has a wonderful terrace where you can host 
40 seated people, while inside the bar has the capacity of 
20 seats. The full bar is renovated, and it is spacious 70m2. 
It is known for entertainment, sport and lunch and dinner.

Price: 50,000€Ref.: 2586

You find this restaurant in a busy area of Torviscas Bajo. 
The menu is classic fast food, like burgers, fries and 
sandwiches. A simple but very popular menu makes this 
place busy and easy to run. You will earn money from day 1. 

Price: 15,000€Ref.: 2572

In this small private school the owner offers English 
classes to Spanish speaking and Spanish classes to 
English speaking. The clients are both kids and adults. 
The local is 70 m2 which are fully furnished and equipped. 

Price: 350,000€Ref.: 2591

This freehold has a well-known business located in 
Puerto Colon. It is very spacious, has the restaurant 
license and was recently refurbished. Note, there is also 
an option to buy only the leasehold for 150,000€.

Price: 80,000€Ref.: 2549

Pool Bar in Las Americas Freehold Cafe in San Andres Lovely Bar in Los Cristianos Finca With Busy Restaurant

Bar & Restaurant in Adeje Bistro with Stunning Views Famous Freehold Pub

Pest Control Company Wine Bar in Palm-MarLarge Freehold Sport Bar

Bar Supply Company British Bar & Cafe-in TorviscasFast-Food Restaurant Language School

First Line Lounge Bar & Cafe Large & Modern RestaurantFreehold Pool Bar Irish Cafe with Sea View

Hair & Beauty Salon

Cafe & Boutique Los Cristianos

The only chance that we have of achieving our dreams is to take a risk.
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